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Sarah Jayne Tanner is an author from Herefordshire in

The Huntsman and the Piper

the UK and has lived in Southwest Wales for over ten
years. She started making up stories at a young age and has

The huntsman stood at the edge of the Grimwood, listening to the music

been writing for as long as she can remember. She has had

drifting from its depths.

several short stories published, including in Welsh short-

He loved music. His mother had taught him the harp, although

story magazine “Gwyllion”, and in a couple of anthologies,

since he had inherited the responsibilities of a huntsman from her, he had

including the anthology “Chimera” published by Parthian

neither the time nor the heart for it. Most of the locals also loved music,

Books, and her debut novel, Defiance, is available on

playing the harp, pipe, and drums to welcome spring, celebrate harvest,

Amazon Kindle. She is currently studying for her PhD

and lift their spirits during long winter nights.

in Creative Writing, loves dogs, and enjoys walking and

This music was different.

knitting. She spends most of her waking moments either

It flowed like water, sang like rain, and told a thousand stories

reading and writing or thinking about reading and writing.

without a word. Its beauty made his heart ache, and he felt it winding its
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way into his blood and bones, trying to pull him into the Grimwood. Dark
shadows lay between lush green trees and the wind carried the sweet scent

“Apart from children in my territory going missing?” he asked
wearily. “Five I know of, probably more.”

of freshly cut grass and summer flowers, but beneath it was something foul.

“What do the other huntsmen and huntswomen think?” she asked,

Someone cleared their throat and he spun, relaxing when he saw

referring to the men and women who protected the Grimwood and those

his friend Alana. His hand dropped from the handle of his axe, his other

who lived in and alongside it.

hand gripping an iron poker. “Alana,” he said, uneasy at not having heard

“Haven’t had a chance to find out,” he said, looking away from the

her. The bewitching music had dulled his usually keen senses, leaving him

Grimwood with difficulty. “Did Gus say anything before he disappeared?

vulnerable.

Did he hear music?”

“Have you heard?” she asked, tactfully not mentioning having
sneaked up on him. “About Gus and Darrin?”
He nodded, digging his toes into the earth to keep himself from
walking into the Grimwood. “I’m sorry.”

“How’d you know?” she asked, surprised. “He said he could hear
beautiful music, but I didn’t hear anything. I didn’t believe him, I thought
he was teasing me.”
“Darrin heard it too,” Chase said. “He cried; said the most beautiful

“No one saw anything,” she said, blinking back tears. “We didn’t

music he’d ever heard was calling him.” He felt his feet moving towards the

know Gus was gone until morning. They found Darrin in the Grimwood

Grimwood and stopped. He bit his tongue, the pain distracting him from

– Father said he was crawling along the ground, covered in blood.”

the beguiling music.

“I imagine his family’s thankful his broken leg kept him from getting
so far into the Grimwood he was lost to them – if his crutches hadn’t

“What will you do?” Alana asked. “Get help from other huntsmen
and huntswomen?”
“No time.”

broken, he might well have been.”

Alana glanced at him, seeing the poker for the first time. “Why’d you

“Did you see him?”

have that?”

“Saw him and spoke to him.”
“What did he say?”

“I think I’ll need it.”

“Enough to confirm what this is.’

“Why?”

“Which is?” When he didn’t reply, gazing off into the Grimwood,

He grimaced as the music’s call grew more insistent. “You can’t hear

she nudged him. “Chase, what’s wrong?”
3

it, can you? The music?” Her face fell, and he added, “I know what this is,
4

and I’ve got a plan. I’ll bring Gus and the others home – if I can.” His feet

the ground. As he walked, he noticed the trees were moving behind him,

began to move towards the Grimwood of their own accord. “I have to go,”

blocking the way back.
At the end of the path was a clearing, and a throne cut from the

he said, sweat trickling down his face from the sheer effort of resisting.
“Come home safe,” she said, kissing his cheek.

same glittering stone as the tunnel. Something that wore the form of a man

He hugged her. “Goodbye, Alana,” he said and walked into the

lounged upon it, tall and lanky, with red eyes and sharp teeth. Its clawed
fingers danced over a bone pipe, playing the melody which had captured

Grimwood.
The music pulled him through the wood, not allowing him to stop

Chase.

or slow but forcing him onwards. The evening gave way to dusk and, when

The creature lowered its hands, the pipe floating in the air and

night finally fell, Chase was deep in the Grimwood. It was strangely silent,

continuing to play, and smiled, showing too many teeth. There was nothing

with none of the usual sounds of night-time creatures.

human about that smile, but Chase already knew there was nothing human
about this creature.

There was only the music.

“Welcome,” it said, eyeing the green coat he wore, which all huntsmen

He reached a circle of ancient oaks, a lovely place in daylight
although it was, like all parts of the Grimwood, dangerous for the unwary.

and huntswomen wore. “I’ve never captured a huntsman before.”

The shadowy silhouettes of the oaks loomed ominously as if they were

“Because you only steal children,” Chase said. “Piper.”

lying in wait for him. The earth rippled beneath his feet and split open.

“You know my name,” it said happily. “Well, huntsman, children

When Chase tried to back away, the music tightened its grip and dragged

taste better than adults – so much life, so much hope.” Seeing Chase’s

him towards the chasm.

disgusted expression, it added, “Don’t mistake me, I don’t eat them – not

He stepped through the narrow opening, finding stone steps leading

in the way you’re thinking—”

downwards. He stopped, his whole body protesting, and wedged the poker

“I know,” Chase said. “I’ve read all about you.”

into the gap. Darrin had told him the chasm was narrow, and he hoped

“Then you know I only consume their life force.”

the iron poker would be able to keep it open. The walls glittered with a

“They still die, sooner or later.”

dim light and at the bottom of the steps was a tunnel framed by trees, the

The creature waved this aside. “I see you brought an axe. Is that for

glittering stone of the cave roof peeping through like stars, with grass on

me?”
“In a manner of speaking.”
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“Would you like to test yourself against me?” The Piper uncoiled
from its throne and towered over him, grinning. Chase swung the axe.
Before he could complete the swing, the Piper was behind him,
gripping the back of his neck, driving him to his knees. “You can’t fight me,”
it hissed. “You can’t kill, defeat, or escape me. You’re just a boy playing at
being a man, a motherless child who might as well be fatherless, desperate

“I’ve heard of you!” she exclaimed. “Youngest ever huntsman, aren’t
you? How old are you?”
“Fifteen.”
“Don’t the other huntsmen and huntswomen think you’re too
young?”
“Some do, but when my mama died there wasn’t anyone to take over
her territory. There aren’t many huntsmen and huntswomen,” he added.

to prove your worth.”
“You know who I am,” Chase said through gritted teeth. “Did you

“It’s a dangerous occupation.”
“How’d a huntsman get caught by the monster?”

target me?”
“No,” the Piper admitted. “It’s like fishing – I catch whatever ends up

“It wasn’t deliberate.”

on my hook. Getting you was just luck – mine good, yours bad.” It released

“I suppose a rescue was too much to hope for. Here we are,” she

him and returned to its throne, smirking. “Keep the axe,” it said. “We both

added as they reached another clearing, surrounded by trees, with one wall

know you can’t defeat me.”

of glittering stone, its light giving the clearing an eerie quality reminiscent

“And we both know you can’t take it from me,” Chase said, smiling

of twilight. There were perhaps thirty children in the clearing, and Chase
guessed the youngest was five, and himself the eldest.

as the Piper’s smirk faded.
A gap opened in the trees, revealing another path, and a girl stood

They were dancing. There was soft grass under their bare feet and

there. “Take him away,” the Piper said to her, “and keep him out of trouble.”

their dancing was jerky and stilted, and all were drooping with weariness.

The girl jerked her head at Chase, indicating he should follow her.

“Sometimes it makes us dance for hours,” Talin said, her expression

He shot a glare at the creature lounging on its throne, then followed her.

darkening at a terrible memory. “It forgot about us once, and a few danced

As they walked, the trees shifted and waded through the earth behind

themselves to death. You and me, we’re not dancing because it’s allowing

them, obscuring the path. The music drifted after them, still loud and clear.

us not to.”

“I’m Talin,” the girl said. “Are you a huntsman?”

“It’s called the Piper,” Chase said. “It’s an unfriendly denizen of the
Grimwood. It emerges every decade and lures children with its music,

“Yes, I’m Chase.”

forces them to dance, feeds off their life, and goes back into hiding.”
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relieved Gus looked exhausted but unharmed. “Got caught by the music.”

“How’d you know?”
“Huntsmen and huntswomen keep journals of everything they
encounter in the Grimwood,” Chase explained. “This creature – the Piper
– is a monster named in one of my mother’s journals. I read about it years

“You know each other?” Talin asked.
“He’s our huntsman,” Gus said. “Why haven’t other huntsmen or
huntswomen have come to rescue us?” he asked Chase.

ago, and only realised it was the Piper taking children because I could hear

“They’re adults,” Chase said. “The Piper – that’s its name – prefers

music other people couldn’t. What’s wrong?” he asked, seeing her staring

children. Adults can’t hear the music, so…” He shrugged. “I’m still young

at him.

enough to be caught by it.” As they spoke, several children stared at him,

“You’re hurt,” she said, pointing at his neck. “What happened?”

recognising his green coat, and several pointed and whispered hopefully.

He touched the bruises the Piper had left. “Oh, I tried to kill it.”

“Got a plan?” Gus asked.

“You didn’t!” she exclaimed, impressed.

“Yes.”

“I’ll do it properly next time,” Chase said, lifting a hand to grip the

“Good.” Gus sat down with a groan. “Got anything to eat?”

handle of his axe for reassurance. “It shouldn’t have let me keep this. Not,”

“Doesn’t it feed you?”

he added with grim satisfaction, “that it had a choice.” Seeing her puzzled

“Its food tastes awful,” Talin said, also sitting.

expression, he showed her the ivy leaf pattern inlaid in metal on the handle.

Chase joined them, running a hand over the grass. “Food made with

“Iron?” she asked, grinning.

magic always does.” He ripped up a handful of grass and sniffed it, then

“Iron,” he confirmed. “Immune to magic, and poison to a creature

tossed it aside. Seeing Talin and Gus staring at him, he explained, “It’s not

like the Piper. How long have you been here?”
“Don’t know. Time’s funny, no day or night, just times when the
music plays, and times when it doesn’t.” Relieved, she added, “It’s stopping.”
Abruptly, the children stopped dancing, most collapsing to the
ground in exhaustion. Some fell asleep where they landed, others wept,

real, it’s all created by magic.” He gestured around the clearing. “You can
tell because nothing’s quite right – grass doesn’t smell, food tastes funny,
trees don’t stay put. How long before the music starts again?” he asked.
“Don’t know,” Talin said.
Chase walked to the edge of the clearing, peering between the trees.
They shuffled closer, blocking the way. He nodded, unsurprised, and went

and others just sat silently.
“Chase? What’re you doing here?”

over to the glittering wall. With the butt of his axe, he tapped the wall in

Chase turned to see Alana’s cousin, Gus. “Same as you,” he said,

different places, listening as he did so.
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“What’re you doing?” someone asked, and another child shushed
them. Everyone was watching him, intrigued.
“It’s solid stone,” Talin said, joining him.
Chase beckoned her closer. “Listen,” he said, tapping the wall. “Hear
that?” She nodded, eyes wide. “Hollow,” he said, grinning.
“Can you cut through it?” she asked excitedly.
“Worth a try.” He lifted the axe, swung, and struck. The entire
clearing shook and several children screamed.
Chase struck the wall again and began to hack at it despite the jarring

bared teeth and claws ready to tear out his throat, he held his ground. “I
wanted to find the children first, then deal with you.”
The Piper lunged at him; claws outstretched. Chase swung his axe.
The Piper darted behind him, and Chase spun, forcing the Piper to leap
backwards to avoid the blow. It danced away from him but, when he
turned, it was in front of him, claws a hair’s breadth from his face.
Talin grabbed the Piper’s clothes and yanked it backwards, away
from Chase. It knocked her aside, screaming, “I told you to keep him out of
trouble!”

in his hands and the ache growing in his arms and shoulders until the axe

Gus jumped onto its back, Talin clutched its legs, and other children

blade stuck. He jerked it free, pulling out a chunk of stone and a shower

crowded around the Piper, unsure whether they were keeping it from

of soil. He picked up a handful and sniffed it, then tasted it. “This is real,”

escaping Chase or from attacking him but determined to help. The pipe

he said, spitting. He peered into the gap, then thrust his hand inside,

music grew louder, painfully so, until most of the children were on the

dislodging more soil.

ground, screaming.

“What’re you doing?” the Piper asked.

“Stand and face me, you brat!” the Piper howled. The ground shook

Several children screamed, others froze and some scattered. The

and tree branches splintered and crashed to the ground. Children scattered

Piper ignored them, its attention fixed on Chase, who met its furious red

to avoid them, but Talin snatched up a branch and swung it into the back

eyes calmly, unsurprised by its arrival. The pipe floated beside it, its music

of the Piper’s knees, knocking it off balance, then began to beat it about

painfully loud and strident and some of the children sank to the ground,

the head. Whilst the monster was distracted by this unexpected attack,

writhing in agony, hands covering their ears.

Chase grabbed the pipe.

“Did you really think it would be that easy to escape?” the Piper
snarled, stalking towards him. “I beat you already—”
“I let you,” Chase said. Although the creature towered over him with

It writhed and grew spikes of bone, shredding his flesh, and he
dropped it and stamped on it. The spikes punched through the sole of his
boot and into his foot, and Chase brought his axe down on it.
The music died.
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The Piper screamed in fury and launched itself at Chase, who gripped

Chase got to his feet unsteadily and nodded towards the dying trees.

the axe in his bloody hands and swung. The Piper’s claws scrabbled at

“Follow the path. I managed to hold the doorway open, I hope,” he added.

his throat even as the axe blade sheared through its torso. The creature

“Come on!” Gus shouted. “We’re leaving!”

staggered, clutching the wound which didn’t bleed but instead oozed foul-

The children cheered raggedly and followed him. He was limping
badly, and Talin and Gus hovered close to him, steadying him when he

smelling grey slime.
Chase swung again, severing one arm, then the other, then a leg. The

stumbled. The throne was still in the first clearing, also cracking and

seams of the Piper’ clothes burst open, revealing the body to be a mass

crumbling. Most of the children kicked it as they passed, hastening its

of wriggling maggots, stinking soil, and tangles of tree roots. As Chase

destruction.

cut open the chest, where the heart should have been were the squirming

To Chase’s relief, the poker still held the doorway open, although it

bodies of rats, their tails knotted together, bodies seething with more

had bent, as if the chasm had tried and failed to close on it. With difficulty,

maggots. The rats surged towards Chase and when he hacked them apart,

he climbed the steps up into the Grimwood. The wood was dim and still

their bodies too were rank roots, soil, and slime.

sleepy, but gradually waking as dawn approached. Birds were singing and

Arms trembling, Chase lowered the axe. When a hand touched his

ribbons of mist curled around the trees, and the wind was fresh and sweet.

shoulder, he started violently and would have fallen if Talin and Gus hadn’t

Chase leaned against a tree, watching the children climb out of the

caught him. The axe slipped from his wounded hands, and he realised he

Piper’s domain and back into their own. His body ached, and he thought

was covered in slime, soil, dead maggots, and spatters of his own blood.

longingly of his cottage and the bed waiting for him.

Around them, the other children were picking themselves up and wiping

When they had all escaped, Chase gripped the poker, gritted his

blood from their ears. Most looked scared and shaken but otherwise

teeth against the pain, and yanked it free. Black haze filled his vision and

unharmed.

he felt Talin’s hand on his arm. “I’m fine,” he murmured, realising everyone

“How do we get out of here?” Gus asked Chase.

was looking at him and worriedly asking if he was all right. “Just dizzy.”

“Give him a moment!” Talin said angrily.

He smiled, seeing the chasm had snapped shut, leaving a sealed scar in the

“We don’t have a moment!” Gus retorted as the ground trembled

ground.

beneath them. Cracks ran up the wall and the trees withered, revealing the

“Time to go home,” he said.

path as they died.
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Your Body Crests Around
My Apple Curl

Jonathan Rentler:
Jonathan Rentler is currently field working in Ft. Lauderdale,
FL. His work can be found in: Lavender Lime Literary,
River Teeth, LAROLA, Fickle Muses, I-70, Ganymede,
Unlikely Stories 2.0, Babbling of the Irrational, NILVX: A
Book of Magic and Midnight Muse.

in the Before
watching the waning
moon empty of light
its face turning away
or earth’s
the trees igniting
warning reds
streaks of orange
caution yellow
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what is to come

upon the bloom

a curse hardens the ground

pollen gold drips down

and bites through skin

till ovum transforms
to seed

laid bare

swirling flesh swirls

all will fall

till fruit is born

and i’d brace

and so when we eat

for a bone white sky

taking the apple within
we ingest
the gift of sun.”

but now,
i see pumpkins
and want to carve

moist eyes

us a chariot

yours and mine

i see cider

the beauty poured

and offer it at your feet

from the spout of your lips
sizzles like a spell

you say, “the magic in an apple

in candlewax

is the gala trees reaching

dripping onto a maiden’s

out, breathing in the light

open heart

bearing blossoms
cupped by leaves
sweat bee legs tremble
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plucked, i’m stemless

the bowels of my furnace

spinning spinning

will never cool

no Newtonian laws

again

can catch nor bind
i drove with the windows down
press me to pulp

September’s chill furious,

my juices foam

clutchless as i soar past

for you

– come winter

drink-i long to say

i am the shipwrecked Knight

guzzle up all of my light

shucked and armourless,

for it stretches past

my breasts, thighs

the corners of this kingdom

drip tiger blood

and shall never snuff out

striped in starlight

again

steaming i crawl

in bed you scale

towards centre

my back
a mountain goat

prostrate at the Gates of Joy

an eyeless prince bleating

and Now

grasping for the warmed weaves
of muscle around a spine

the stairs of infinite

of hot stones

possibilities beckon
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Michael Stevens:
Michael Stevens hails from Ireland and is an indie musician
and speculative fiction writer. He finds writing fiction to
be just as much fun as playing in bands, but with the added
benefit that it doesn’t involve carrying huge amplifiers and
trying to hear oneself over the drummer.

Goat Island
Donnie McGing sat at the back of the boat watching the triangular wake,
the smell of dead fish invading his nostrils.
A voice found its way to his ears; it belonged to Andy Egan, speaking
to a boy who was rowing, Chris Morrin. The three, all fifteen, were going
to Goat Island where a wild goat was said to live. After, they planned to
cross over to Inishmacatreer, the mainland, to see some skeletons through
a hole in a grave and stow a bottle in it.
“Are you fixing to get something from her or what?” said Andy,
resuming an earlier conversation.
Donnie glanced around. The talk had interrupted the robotic music
of heavy oars splashing in water, which had been soothing his sore heart,
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his dancing anxiousness; the creak and buckling click that followed as they

himself, employed by Chris’s father at the joinery. Until he’d lost a finger

looped back again.

on the circular saw while under the influence, that is. ‘One less finger for

“Well?” said Andy, big-handed and hunched of shoulder, eyes like

Glasheen McGing to scratch his balls with,’ Mr Morrin had said at the

two bullet holes and a facial tic you could calibrate your stopwatch to. The

time, and the joke had spread like liquid through the town. Until the bad

conversation was one of which Andy never seemed to tire. Chris always

thing happened to Gerry and for a while jokes about the McGings were

had two or three girls on the go. Andy was somewhat less prodigious.

not the thing to do.

“I’ll… take her down... the Bowers Walk ...yeah, maybe,” grunted

Another stab. Donnie stared in the water and pictured, not for

Chris as he pulled the oars. “Feed the horse. She owes me that much at

the first time, his father weeks later on the day he’d found out there was

this stage.”

no compensation to be had, and then going hard at the drink, and then

Was this all talk? Donnie knew that what really counted, of course,

Gerry getting the strap that evening for almost nothing. Just for using his

was the look now crossing Andy’s face. Andy always regarded Chris with

knife. Just for making lightsabers out of ash tree sprigs, for himself and

starry eyes, as most boys did in the town. Chris’s father owned half of it,

for Donnie. Ten of the best, one more than the number of fingers their

after all, and Chris, handsome and red-haired, would too, some day. Andy’s

father now had, his face twisting like a gnarled tree with each strike. And

family wasn’t short of money itself; it frequently acquired contracts from

Donnie running to stop him and getting an elbow in the mouth. His father

the Morrin businesses.

throwing aside the belt and continuing without it.

Donnie turned back and stuck a freckled finger in the water. With
school now finished, he would likely be working for one family or the
other soon enough. If he could get a job.

‘‘I’ll go to London,” Gerry had whispered later with a stony face.
“There’s squats, I’ve heard. Lads living rent-free.”
“Will you bring me?”

The sun glinted off the lake’s ripples like shimmering coins. Above,

“I’ll send for you. Soon as I can.” He placed his hand solemnly on

an Imperial Star Destroyer-shaped sheet of iron-grey cloud approached

Donnie’s shoulder and smirked, the purple corona around his eye shining

over the horizon. They passed a jetty, and something stabbed in his chest.

in the dim light. “You and me, young Jedi.”

A memory of a cool day at the lakeside flashed, his older brother Gerry’s
arm around his small shoulders as they fished.
Back in the days when he actually worked, Donnie’s father was,
23

Donnie’s chest retreated from the memory. A brush of rain dots
spread across the lake and then disappeared.
“How’s Glasheen?”puffed Chris as he rowed, the freckled skin of
24

his muscular forearms rippling as if gear shafts moved beneath. He always
called adults by their forenames or nicknames.

Chris clipped Andy on the head again, biting back a smirk as he did
so. “Wait till we get to the graves, Spastic. You brought it, Don-boy, yeah?”

“What?” The breeze blew into Donnie’s face as he turned.

Donnie nodded and held up the bottle of spirits.

“The aul’ lad.”

“Good lad,” said Chris.

“He’s grand. Why?” If lying on the couch is grand.

Donnie stared ahead. Once the old man found out he’d taken it –

“Are you going to row?” shouted Andy at Donnie.

and he would, for sure – it’d be the belt for him. Or the fists, maybe, for a

“Shut up, you. Spastic.” Chris clipped Andy on the head; he may as

change.

well have punched a tree. “Why don’t you just take one oar? Not long now.

But waking up purple and blue tomorrow might be no worse than
waking up feeling that kind of way.

Don-boy, any sign of the island?”
Donnie strained his eyes and shook his head. The lake shimmer had

“There it is!” Andy turned around and stopped rowing for a moment.

dulled with the blanket of grey now pulling further overhead. A biting

The tiny island came into view as they pulled around the headland, no

breeze arrived with it.

more than a mound of bushes and trees with a patch of beach and a dark

“Glasheen was outside the pub at two last night. Revving a chainsaw

twist of cloud behind it looking like rising smoke.

this time in the middle of the street,” said Andy. “Mad time to be cutting

“Keep going, you gom, you’re making us go in circles,” said Chris.

trees or what?”

“Wait around, see if I can shoot the goat,” said Andy, his foot on his

Donnie looked into the wind.

father’s shotgun that lay in plastic among the bottom boards. “Bit of target

“Didn’t see him at mass. He must have slept it off. What?”

practice.”

Andy was getting nothing from Donnie so turned to Chris. “You
were late for mass yourself, Morrin. Your aul’ one was looking around for
you up the front something fierce, so she was.”
Chris raised his leg and made a fart noise in one cheek.
“A glasheen of whiskey there, Don.” Andy turned back to Donnie,
imitating his father’s characteristic croak. A remarkable mimic. “No ice,

“That’s not on,” Donnie said. Andy looked surprised.
“The goat doesn’t belong to anyone, sure,” said Chris. “Or don’t they
say only the devil owns him. He’s wild. Nothing illegal about it.”
“That’s not the point,” said Donnie. “Maybe I’ll throw the gun in the
lake. What do you think about that, Andy?”
Andy looked at Donnie like he was going to smash him.

thanks. What do you reckon, Donnie?”
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Chris said: “Don’t be a hero, Don-boy. He’d introduce you to a world

feeling of being strung out on a line with nothing under you. And nothing
in front of you either.

of pain, so he would.”
“Ha!” Donnie felt relief as the violence left Andy’s eyes; he started

“Looks like it’s going to come raining,” said Chris, jerking about. And

rowing again and did his Mr T voice. “I pity the fool that messes with mah

then, as if in agreement, little circles appeared in the lake all around. “Ah,

gun.”

balls. Never mind the island. There’s a wind coming up too. We should get
“Pull on it there, B.A.,” said Chris, indicating that they needed to

to the mainland. We can thumb back by road, maybe.”
Back to the town. Of course. Because there’s only one way out of here,

turn slightly.
Donnie gripped the boat’s sides. Everyone knew about Andy and

isn’t that right, Gerry?

Chris. Last Summer, Gerry had just been getting Donnie to tie his feet to

Another stab. He deadened himself to its sting.

the ash tree so that he could stand on his hands and pretend to be Luke

“Look!” said Andy, pointing at the island.

Skywalker on Dagobah when someone had told them about the two boys

Sticking its head out of the bushes was the mischievous face of a goat.

who’d caught several frogs and shoved straws up their backsides, inflating

Donnie found himself surprised, although he wasn’t sure why. It was called

each one till it burst.

Goat Island, after all.

“That’s the cruelty of this town, right there,” Mam had said later.
“That’s what’s keeping your father out of work.”
Donnie didn’t know what a load of dead frogs had to do with his
father being out of work. Nor did he know why he’d agreed to come with
Andy and Chris today. He didn’t even like the taste of whiskey. But if Chris
asked for something, you jumped. You said yes.
And anyway, it was that or sit at home and listen to Mam crying over
tea and half-eaten brack as his father slept. And feeling that kind of way.
The kind of way it had been since they found Gerry hanging off the ash
tree out the back in the evening light, and not by the feet this time. The

The boat rocked.
“Bad one,” said Chris. The wind was coming in now and the rain
started to pelt. Bulbous, quivering droplets.
“It’s going to come blasting, I’d say,” said Andy, his cheek twitching
faster than usual.
“Shite anyways,” said Chris. “I wanted to have a stab at the goat
myself.”
The boat rocked again. Donnie felt something scrape against the
bottom.
“We’re coming into rocks, Spastic,” said Chris. “Here, take an oar,
Donnie.”
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He climbed to the bow and peered ahead. His red hair whipped in

Donnie didn’t know what to say. What do you say to a talking goat?
He got up slowly, rubbing his forehead. The beach was tiny and the top of

the wind.
“Shite,” he said as the wind suddenly took an almighty blast.

a felled tree, leaves long gone, protruded from the woodland beyond. The

Donnie went to stand but a huge wave hit him, and he slipped.

lake was quiet now.

When he got up, clutching a throbbing elbow, Chris was gone. The rain

“Where are the other two?”

was almost horizontal now. A monstrous wind whipped his ears.

“Don’t mind them.”

“He’s gone in!” said Andy through the lashing rain, struggling to the

“They were going to shoot you.”

bow and tripping. There was a crunch and Donnie felt like someone had

“Is that so? We’ll meet in good time, not to worry.”

thumped him on the back. Then his mouth was full of water, and he was

“Did the boat capsize? What happened?”

under.

Gravel crunched under the goat’s cloven hooves as it did a circle and
…

“Hello Donnie,” said an old, shaky voice.
He was on gravel, soaked, and his head felt sore. The whirr of flying
insects played against the gentle lapping of lake water and stones glistened

then rose to full height on its hind legs. It leaned its top elbow on the felled
tree and patted the old bark with its front hoof.
“You know, a man once climbed this tree to try and get away from
me, but I chopped it down.”

nearby with recent rain. Drips lopped off briars full with blackberries.

“Why?”

Beyond, trees were luminous green, and the sun peeked through.

The goat just made a goat sound and then fell to all fours again and

He squinted and his head pushed back in the gravel.
“Hello,” said someone again, upside-down over him. It was a thin,
dark face with horns, a beard and two wattles dangling.

turned towards the woods. It twisted its head back to look at Donnie.
“Are you coming?”
“Do you belong to the devil?”

“Are you the goat?”

“I belong to no one.”

“Don’t I look like a goat?”

“Where are we going?”

“How are you talking? What am I doing here?”

“Into the woods.”

“You’re after getting swept up on the beach. There was a storm. What

“Why?”
“Have you anything better to do?”

were you up to?”
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The goat looked at him with sadness. “There is no going a bit of the

Donnie shrugged and followed the goat into the undergrowth and
the sultry smell of pollen. He was dry now.

way. You either go or you don’t.”
He peered in again and his heart was sore, and something came to

“Your brother,” said the goat as they worked their way through briars
into a clearing of bluebells and daffodils not yet bloomed, “is in your heart.

him. He wasn’t sure why.
“Will I see Gerry in there?”

Isn’t he?”

The goat made a goat noise. “It’s not for me to say.”

“Yes,” said Donnie, realising that this was true, and had always been

Donnie looked all around. The sun peeked through the trees and

true.
“I’ve met him,” said the goat. “A nice lad.”

there were patches of blue too. All clouds were gone.
“What should I do?” he said to the goat.

They approached a low, limestone cliff. “Where are we going?” said

“It’s up to you,” said the goat. “But I can come with you a bit of the

Donnie.
The goat’s hooves clacked as he trotted onto stone where a cave

way.”

appeared, long and black and rectangular. Above it was a crag covered in

Donnie got onto all fours and crawled into the cave and the cold and

moss with earth on it and some bluebells and forget-me-nots dotted about.

damp enveloped him. It was as black as the goat’s pupils but soon his eyes

Donnie looked at the goat’s yellow-green eyes and its long, black,

became accustomed to the dark. He found he could stand to full height,

rectangular pupils and realised that they were the same, the exact same, as
the cave. Like two little snapshots of it.
The goat bent forward on its forelimbs, so it was shorter, and worked

and something appeared ahead, a greyness in the black.
“What is it?’”he said, but the goat said nothing.
The greyness became clearer and took shape. A person.

its way into the cave. Its horns brushed the rock above. It gestured to

“Gerry,” he said.

Donnie to follow.

Gerry sat on a rock, whittling what looked like two lightsabers from

“It’s your choice,” said the goat. “Do you want to go in?”
Donnie bent down and looked into the cave and could see nothing

ash. He turned to Donnie and smiled.
…
The station. Chris and Andy in towels, hair sticking about.

but darkness. Curiosity filled him.
“Can I go a bit of the way in and see what it’s like?”

‘Did you not see the navigation buoy? Dangerous rocks. Or what
about life jackets?’ said a young guard.
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Andy started crying.
The sergeant indicated to the young guard to take it easy, then turned
to Chris. “Just tell us what happened, son.”
Chris lifted his head. “We fell in and swam to the buoy.”
“And the other boy? Donnie McGing?”
Andy could only cry. Chris said: “I saw him hit his head on a rock.”
He stalled for a moment. “He came up for a second. He could have swum
for it. But…”
The sergeant patted Chris on the shoulder. He motioned to the
young guard to go into the next room with him.
“Are their parents on the way?” He spoke in a low tone. The young
guard answered that the Morrins and Egans were. The sergeant shook his
head again sadly. “I’ll go over to McGing’s myself. Two sons in the one
year. God help them.”
Out on the lake, the storm had gone as suddenly as it had arrived.
The sun shone down once more now over the many small islands and on
Goat Island, where the goat waited patiently on the beach, staring out over
the ancient waters with yellow-green eyes.
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Bewitched Sunweb

Ashley Gilland:
Ashley Gilland is a writer, musician, multimedia artist, and
student from Missouri. Find her recent poetry in Currents.
When not writing poetry and philosophical flash fiction, she
also loves composing and recording music, embroidering
mixed media art projects, and helping with the campus
radio station. Find her music on Spotify and Bandcamp,
her art on Instagram and Etsy (@pocketsnailart), and her
tweets at @earlgreysnail.

Lorelei Bacht:
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Strukturriss, The Inflectionist Review, Sinking City,
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Somnambulate
The moon in dresses of tuberose
comes to collect little children – she makes
white necklaces of their dances.
Their slippers drum the nightfall sky
deep petrol blue; they are careful not to
step on the white owl’s wedding gown.
The moon weaves a wreath of low stars
and milk through olive trees asleep;
she counts every child upon touching him:
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one will grow to write a poem, two to enforce
law at gunpoint, three to ignore the murmur
of thunder rising along the plain.
Child one, she names after the sea: his life
a basketful of fish. His hungry fingers lift
her underskirts of silver gleams and
discover the moon a tambourine; he rubs
sandpaper fingerprints on her green knees
and says: Hush, hush. This fish
is a dream that will sail us on to dawn.
�

This poem contains motifs from ‘Romancero gitano’, a poetry collection by
Spanish writer Federico García Lorca, first published in 1928.
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Sarah Royston:

Heart Trouble

Sarah Royston’s writing draws inspiration from nature,
folklore and eco-feminism. She is currently working on

Pass me that water, Tilly-love, I have to take my pills. Heart trouble, the

a novel called “Hedgewise”, exploring how connection

doctors call it. They know that something vital in me has weakened, has

with places, plants and stories might help us stay with

wasted away. They don’t know everything, though. They don’t know about

the trouble of ecological crisis. In her day job, she works

the valley where the white foxgloves grow.

as a researcher on sustainability issues.

Tell you? Alright. Come sit by me.
I found it by accident, the summer I turned seven. Back then, we
children were sent off to play in the woods and didn’t come home ‘til
suppertime. Not like you and your friends, staring at your screens all day.
We beat paths through June-high bracken and ran like fox-cubs in
a world of green, breathing honeysuckle and fern-seed. The glades were
thick with purple foxgloves. Robin – your Great-uncle, that is – told me I
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could slip a flower-bell onto my finger and make a wish. Then he laughed

Over time, though, the pulse weakened. My heart grew stiff and frail.

because I was fool enough to believe him. But I made my wish, all the same.

I searched for the valley but never found it again. The woods are all long

That evening, running home through the bracken-maze, I took a

gone.

wrong turn and came to a strange valley. Its shadowed slopes were clothed

Enough now. Time for my rest.

with pure-white foxgloves. The silvery bell-spires nodded as if ringing a

…

silent peal, although I felt no breeze.

Come in, love. Your mum said you’ve been playing in the scrub

Of the Fair Folk – for it was their valley, of course – I remember only

behind the skate-park, is that right? You look different. Skin flushed; eyes

hazy glimmers. But they gave me a gift; a drop of elixir, distilled from their

bright. You’re trembling, Tilly-love…. Ah! You found it, didn’t you? Help

pale foxgloves by the light of the Rose Moon.

me up, love, quickly.

I woke alone, curled in leaf-litter, intensely aware of the drumbeat

Show me.

of my blood. It was not marking its own time, as before, but thrumming
with a rhythm that pulsed from my chest down into the earth, radiating
through hyphae, surging into roots, trunks, and leaves, then bursting into
the air, only to flood my lungs with every breath. I don’t know how long I
lay in the green darkness, abandoned to the rush of that vast, deep rhythm.
As I stumbled homeward, I realised that the beat shifted with each
step, and was in truth not one rhythm but many. If I listened carefully or
reached out my hand, I could sense the vibrations of every plant and tree,
every insect and bird, even the slow throb of rocks beneath my feet, and
the swift susurrus of water flowing underground. My heart-music twined
with theirs in wild harmonies.
For years my blood danced with the joy of things. I loved to go
wayfaring, seeking new sounds. Even more, I loved to lie in my own dear
woods, feeling their heartbeat resonate in my bones.
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The Fox and the Grapes: A Re-Telling
More than once
upon a time
his tail
got caught
in a trap in the village

Frank William Finney:
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Frank William Finney is a poet from Massachusetts. He

Now one can buy it

lived in Thailand from 1995 until 2020, where he taught

hassle-free

at Thammasat University. His work has appeared in The
Disappointed Housewife, Lemon Peel Press, Noctivagant,, and

in a shop

other places. New work is scheduled to appear in Alternate

beside the bakery.

Route, Freshwater Literary Journal, and the W.E.I.R.D
“Wonderlust” Anthology. His chapbook The Folding of the

The fox once claimed

Wings is forthcoming from Finishing Line Press in 2022.

that bunch was sour,
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and muttered something
foul and dour
but Aesop was young
when the tale was told.
Only sheep
believe it now
and pass it like gas
around the fold.
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Lucifer and Paimon

Quinn Valentine:
Quinn Valentine is a queer, autistic artist from the Bay Area
who makes work centred on their personal ideas about the
power of transness. They enjoy taking the homophobic,
transphobic and queerphobic myths perpetuated by hyperconservative Christian propaganda to flip them inside out
into something new that empowers instead. They work
with other witches like themself to generate new pieces to
embody the divine rebels they see in their loved ones.

Elizabeth Reames:
Elizabeth Reames (she/her) is a poet pursuing her MFA

after Angela Carter

Bluebeard, My Dear,

at Butler University. She’s currently working on a book
of poems about mourning the death of her favourite

if I were to eat your heart,

character from The Hobbit. Her work has been published

its sticky vermillion warmth,

in Kingdoms of the Wild, Soft Cartel, FIVE : 2 : ONE, and

eking out its last spasms,

more. She lives in Indianapolis, but she’s originally from

still connected by pulsing

the Metro-Detroit area.

blue leads to the cavern
in your chest from which
I’ve just ripped it—
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if I were to lick my lips

if I were to eat slowly,

and dive in, teeth struggling

watch my gory visage churning

to meet each other through

in your now fish-dead eyes,

rubber muscle, slick beneath

all their lust and mania long

bone, before my jaws

dissolved—

snap together and I rip
my head back, take

that is, if I did to you

you into my mouth—

what you have done to me,
to us—

if I were to suck the
clotted drops of you from

would you be proud of me,

my crimson-stained fingers,

finally, an equal?

moan in delight at your
copper, your grease, your
vintage—
if I were to savour your heart
like a favourite meal,
like the stew my mother
fed me in my sicknesses—
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Nimue and Merlin
You stand on mountains commanding the stars
And the wind to travel as they must
To protect the kings of mortals –
But you cannot move me.
Flames, forest high can burn from your finger tips,
Spells from your staff can stun soldiers
You make snow flowers grow at my feet –

LJ Ireton:

But you cannot enchant me.

Instagram: @thepoetryoflj
LJ is a poet and bookseller from London. She has a 1st
Class B.A. Honours in English Language and Literature
from The University of Liverpool. Her poems have been
published by Marble, Minnow Literary Magazine, Green

I am the blossom tree
In the midst of your magical storm
But my roots are of the earth and water too –
The deepest magic
And I hold on to myself.

Ink Poetry, The Madrigal, Noctivagant Press, The Fantastic
Other and Spellbinder.
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Anthony Regolino:

The Duty

A Finalist in 2020’s 1st Quarter of the L. Ron Hubbard’s
Writers of the Future Contest, Anthony Regolino has

Heavily did the water weigh, upon her fragile form,

had his fiction and poetry included in various anthologies

It crushed her down till none could see her if they stood above,

devoted to fantasy, horror, science fiction, crime, and

She understood full well this was the reason she was born,

comedy. He worked as an editor in the book publishing field

A calling more important than the right to fall in love.

for over a dozen years and composed blogs professionally
for major companies’ websites.

The fishes came to visit her, she knew them each by name,
But touch them she could not, for her hands could not leave the sword,
She could not move to swim with them or join them in their game,
She could do naught till she fulfilled her service to the Lord.
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She knew the face belonging to the man who’d set her free,

Her hands were finally free to move, ensuring she’d be found,

It came to her when her eyes closed, so young, so proud, so fierce,

And when he grasped the weapon’s hilt, he saw its metal gleam,

He knew not what she kept for him, nor what his fate would be,

It drained the magic from the lake, the mistress, and the ground,

Nor how he’d free her from the blade that her flesh it did pierce.

Causing the pool to roil and surge, and then begin to steam.

She’d smile when she’d recall the day that she had won the honor,

He pulled it from her body and then saw how it had staked her,

The sword went through her easily, it pinned her to the dirt,

He backed away, absorbed with shock, retreating to dry land,

The spell was cast, its magic true, the lake filled in upon her,

She smiled at him, then slowly vanished, off to meet her Maker,

She did not bleed or breathe or eat; she felt not hunger nor hurt.

Leaving him to marvel at the rust-free blade left in his hand.

The land about her grew and aged, but neither could she do,

“’Tis Caliburn,” said Merlin, who had brought him to this site,

A maiden fair of fourteen years would be her lifelong state,

“The Sword of Kings, the Blade of Truth, the promise of our land,”

Preserved in holy water that was always warm and blue,

With it in hand Arthur was meant to enforce all that’s right,

Awaiting he who’s promised to be fair and just and great.

And be a shining beacon with a castle just as grand.

She’d give him what he needed to protect his kingdom best,

He looked back, wond’ring if the angel really had been there,

Relinquishing the power that abided in the lake,

But naught was left to give credence to what he thought he saw,

She wouldn’t know if he would be successful in his quest,

A vision under water but with un-wet gown and hair,

For not only the sword but her own life would he then take.

Alive but yet not breathing, denying Nature’s law.

And when he finally came and looked into the clear still water,

She looked down on him, thrilled with her new angle of elevation,

There was no fear, no hesitancy, no regret in her heart,

Lacking a physical presence that a mortal could observe,

He didn’t know what she would hold; he just knew that he sought her,

She gazed upon the waters that were formerly her station,

To satisfy some prophesy, of which she was a part.

Then left the world of men to see how she could now best serve.
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Peter McKay:

Fenrir’s Binding

Peter McKay is a writer with a self-depreciative edge and a
knack for terrible in-jokes. With several unfinished novels to

Bones snap under my paws. Leftovers of my last meal, so small now that

his name, he decided to do what the King keeps suggesting

I have better luck licking them off the floor in shattered chunks. An icy

and started practicing his short stories. He apologizes in

wind brushes through my cave, weaker than it used to be. Yesterday it was a

advance for any suffering felt upon reading his works and

gust, and the day before a torrent nearly pushed me off my feet. But I stood

encourages those who dislike them to pursue their passions

tall against the cold gale to prove myself to my family.

in the hopes of creating something better. When he’s not

That’s why I’m in this cave. This dark and dreary place that smells

writing from atop his bed in D.C. or working his day job,

of mildew, where the wind mimics the words and laughter of the villages

Mr. McKay will either be scouring YouTube for random

down below. Looking out to the front, I feel the urge to push out into the

videos to fill his time or binging a series on one of the many

light and join them. But I can’t, not until my uncle says I can, until I have

streaming services he splits payment for between his family.

proven myself strong and capable of defending those around me.
So, I train. Some call it play, but it gets boring when there is no one
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else, so I call it training. I sprint from all to wall, leap as high as I can, and

that I used to fear wrestling him. But now I want to. It’d certainly prove

of course, I howl through the night. My home has grown so cramped, no

my strength, and what’s more fun than wrestling with one who throws the

doubt weakening against my impressive strength.

very sky upon the earth?

Uncle will shower me with kindness, he always does when he brings

Freyja and her brother Freyr watch from afar, like always. Uncle

food. Tasty strips of meat with rising portions each time yet I’m always left

Freyr still smelt like a fresh morning, carrying a smile on his face that

wanting. It’s not his approval I seek, not anymore, for I have already earned

always made wherever he stood all the brighter. Auntie’s frown cancels it

it. No, it is the one-eyed uncle whose approval I seek. The man who always

out today, odd since her frowns didn’t always do that. Sniffing the air, I

looks at me with a frown, carrying two vexatious birds with him. They are

couldn’t even sense her usual magics. Maybe she forgot it? Seems silly for

always perched on his shoulder, staring at me as if I would eat them.

her, but I used to forget where I put the carcass bones. That’s why I eat

I wouldn’t. Never would. They always look unappetising.

them now.

The sound of leather boots on stone, and I suddenly smelled salted

Uncle Odin stood behind Tyr and Thor. His two mangy birds

meat, strong and close. I couldn’t help my tail thump against the ground

perched upon his shoulders, with a hood covering his face despite the

because Uncle was coming with food and company... and maybe the final

sunny day. Even in the shadow of his cloak, his greying beard brushes

test. I rushed to the entrance of the cave, my body scraping against this

against the wind. Not as loose as his son’s, more shraggy and scratchy. It

shrinking mountain, to greet the lone figure at the mouth.

must itch him with how often he had one hand on his chin, and the other

I do, only because I would crush him if I tackled him. Uncle Tyr has
gotten so small now. “Hold, oh mighty Fenrir.” He says, smiling as a wagon

gripping a sinister spear. I hope it itches him a lot today, maybe then I’ll get
a semblance of a smile from the old jerk.

of meat is rolled up next to him by a pair of dwarves. At least, that’s what I

“To you, I must have.” Tyr laughed, pointing to the cart, “Though I

assume the shorter ones are called, they are too broad to be children. “My,

certainly cannot shrink others. Nor can I shrink your meals. Have they not

how you have grown since last we met.”

grown bigger?”
“You found bigger stags?” I ask, my tail thumping against the cave

“You have shrunk, Uncle Tyr,” I say, holding back my excitement.
Behind him are several of my uncles and one of my aunts. Cousin Thor
looks as wild as ever, his red beard blowing with the wind and fingers

wall.
Tyr frowned for a moment, then smiled and raised both hands, “No,

coiled around his small hammer. Like always, he looks strong, so strong
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that is my mistake, Fenrir. I meant that they grow bigger in number, not

“And such howls heard all across the nine realms. I’d dare say wolves
howl back because of you.”

size.”
“Oh…” My ears droop, both at the sadness of no giant stag, and my

“I mean, I stubbed my toe on a sharp rock, but ok,” I said, ripping

namesake. Be found in a marshland, and it’s all you’re known for. Not my

through the fourth and fifth carcasses. Two more might have sated my

strength, or sharp teeth, nor even my mighty howl whose echos shake my

hunger, but I bow my head in respect to Tyr and the dwarves regardless.

cave. I am not Strongjaw, Daggermouth, or Mountainshaker to them. I am

“Thank you for the meal, little smiths,” I say, having smelled the soot and

the Dweller of the Fens, wet marshlands that are slick with mud. “How

iron off their skin the moment they arrived. They eyed each other, then

many stags have you brought me today?”

Uncle Odin, who paid them no heed.

“Almost a full week.” His uncle waves for the dwarves to unload the

“All of these tasks have proven to use your might. But I have one final

wagon. Five dead stags were laid out before me. Each bigger and stronger

task for you. One that can prove you strongest amongst us all.” The old

looking than the last. I wish I could have hunted them, proved myself again

man pulled a long ribbon from his robe, “This is Gleipnir.”

to my family that I did not need their care. But Uncle Tyr insisted I stay

“Is that yarn?” I ask, edging close to sniff it. It lacks the earthy smell

in the cave for my own safety. Safety from what, I do not know. But uncle

of iron but carries scents of fish, bears, and birds. “Is this a joke, Uncle

Tyr never lies.

Odin?”

Odin steps up to me as I grab one stag between my teeth and flip it to

“It is a special task. For only the greatest of us can snap this chain.”

my maw, swallowing it in one gulp. “Oh, mighty Fenrir,” He said, his voice

Odin said, waving for Thor to come over, “My son, take this and try to

deep and generous, “There is no wolf as strong as you. None who could

snap it.” He asks, handing a length of the chain to the thunderous one.

shatter iron like string.”

Wrapping the thin thread between his fists, Thor pulls at the chain. His

“I just had to tug is all,” I said, chewing on my second.

muscles strained, veins showing, but it did not break. I didn’t look away,

“Nor ripples the lake with their footsteps.”

my tail holding still only to thump wild at Thor’s struggle. If he could not

“I went for a jog one time, uncle. It gets stuffy in the caves.” I complain

break it, then they would surely respect me if I could.

on my third. Cousin Thor was furious when he found me. I still remember

Odin took it back into his robe, “Thor is too weak to break this

how he wound up his hammer, ready to throw it. If only Tyr hadn’t stopped

chain.” He claims, pulling it out and twirling it around his finger. With the

him, I wanted the challenge.
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slightest flick, it snapped, “Only the greatest of beings may shatter it. Thus,

“Yes, father. For what is strength worth without restraint.” Uncle Tyr
says, idly eyeing Thor with that very question. “If the chain is as powerful

your final test. Are you prepared?”
My heartbeat pulse went wild through my body. Not even Uncle

as you say, then there is no doubt in my mind that Fenrir can break it. But

Thor could shatter such a chain. Finally, a task worthy of my strength. But

if he can break it without injuring your arm, then he has proven himself

something felt...wrong. Freyja and her brother look away, and Thor carries

more than worthy of our house.”

the same angry glare. But Odin, my grumpiest uncle whenever he visits,

Odin stares at his son, his eye unshaking. The birds on his shoulder
watched each other with interest, then turn their heads to the other gods.

smiles.
He never smiles.

I feel the tension between us all, perhaps everyone but Tyr felt it. When

“I…” Something clogs my throat, holding my tongue. Fear? No, it

none spoke up, Tyr raised his right hand, “In fact, I shall do it.”

cannot be. I know no fear, but something shakes me. I watch the ravens on

“What?” Both I and Odin ask.

his shoulder, hunting for deceit in their disgusting gaze. “It seems too easy.”

He smiles, “Why not? I trust Fenrir after all. It is only fair that I show

I finally say, “Why don’t we make it more interesting, Uncle?”
“Interesting?” Odin asks with a gleam in his one eye. The Allfather
loved a good wager, “What say you, dweller of the fens?”
“You may wrap me in the chain, so I may prove myself, only, and only
if, you put your hand inside my maw as I do.”

it.” Tyr said, emphasising the trust. I want to say no, to tell Tyr that it had
to be Odin. But I couldn’t; I’d be betraying the only person who spoke to
me without a hint of fear in their voice.
Slowly I open my maw, letting Tyr’s hand brace against my teeth so I
may lock it in place. With his son’s fist lodged in my mouth, Odin ties the

All eyes turn toward me. Uncle Thor reaches for his hammer, Freyr

ribbon around my neck. It felt like no chain before it, certainly like none

and his sister cover their mouths to hide their expression, and Uncle Odin’s

Thor had forged. But that only made me more anxious. I half expect it to

gaze turns pale. Only Tyr smiles. “Brilliant, young Fenrir.” My Caretaker

tear as Odin ties it, but it doesn’t.

said, stepping between Odin and I. I say nothing, hoping he nor Odin ask
me to explain. I have no good reason beyond my doubts.
“Is it now, Tyr?” Odin asks, having withdrawn his hands into his

I pull at it. Reaching with my paws to scrape it off or expanding my
neck to shatter it like the rest. It would only expand and tighten, both at
once and separate, always binding me tight. I try harder, summoning more
of my strength but holding my jaw carefully, so not to harm my uncle. No

cloak.

matter how hard I fight it, the blasted ribbon will not snap.
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No! I would not give in. I am the strongest being of the nine realms.

“You ate his hand, monster.” Thor said, drawing a sword from his

My howl cracks the earth, and my footsteps make the sky tremble. I growl,

belt, “And, in time, you will eat my father as well. I would see you put

frustration building the more I struggle. Tyr screams, and the crimson taste

down, but fate is a river not even I can fight against. And I have wrestled

of blood touch my tongue.

with death.”

I let go, but it is too late. Tyr stumbles away from me, nursing a

“Fate? What are you talking about uncle?” I ask, “Are we not family?

blood-spurting stump where his hand once was. He looks at me, expressing

Have I not proven again and again that I am strong in the eyes of the Aesir

emotions I have never seen but have heard him cry out before. Betrayal.

and Vanir? Is this fate why you locked me away? Is this fate why Tyr is the

“It works!” Odin cheers, hoisting his spear into the air.
“Of course, it works.” One of the dwarves said, “You think less of

only one to come with gifts? To speak with me like we share blood?”
“We share no blood, monster.” Thor growls, stabbing his blade into
the floor of my mouth, “I am no uncle to Loki’s spawn. My father’s mistakes

us?”
“Not anymore.” The Allfather smiles, heartedly shaking the dwarf ’s

are not my own.” The words bit into my heart. I couldn’t speak, couldn’t

hand, “You have certainly proven yourselves the greatest smiths. Forging a

even close my mouth with the sword stabbing into it. My strength left me,

chain of impossibilities, that which can never be broken.”

giving Thor all he needed to bind me more and tie me into this cave, deep

“Release me!” I roar. The ground shakes, the gods grow smaller in my

into the darkness where I could not even see a glimmer of light. “When
this chain breaks, the end shall begin. I will be prepared, Lokison.”

vision, “Unbind me this instant!”
Odin grins, ignoring his family as they cared for Tyr, “Even as you

In defeat, I listen to his footsteps. Each one growing lighter until

grow, the chain will not shatter. It is a pity it grows with you, but I cannot

finally he was gone. Alone I was, and have forever been. No one will visit

cheat fate forever it seems.”

me, no one will claim me. Not till this chain is broken.

I lunge for him, only for Thor’s hammer to strike me with sudden

Not till Ragnarok.

force. I hit the wall, Tyr’s hand wedges itself between my teeth in the
process. Thor grabs one end of my ribbon, tightening it with a pull to keep
me from lunging. Uncle Tyr still cries out in the distance, his pain shaking
my core. “Release me!” I roar, the bitter cold freezes the tears in my eyes,
“Tyr needs his hand.”
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D Parker:

Echo

D. Parker spends most of her days surrounded by books
both at work and at home. In her free time, she reads and

there is little left now | pleas & passion | the

occasionally lets words form on paper.

rushed

whispers

have

vanished

|

she

sits

in

caves & forests | alone | cannot recall | her skin
peeling

from

muscles

|

when

her

flesh

dropped

from brittle bones | her bones turning to stone
| her thoughts escape her now | she clings to
those of others | hidden | she remains invisible
| present | a constant | the sole companion | to
those
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Published at BluesDoodles.com, Hungry Ghost Project,
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Gods And Sons

Kevin M. Casin:
Kevin is a gay, Latino fiction writer, and cardiovascular
research scientist. His fiction work is featured in If There’s

Because you had to learn the promise of life, I blessed you.

Anyone Left, From the Farther Trees, and more. He is Editor-

And the spheres you casted were beautiful, binding celestial bodies

in-Chief of Tree And Stone, an SFWA/Codex member,

the Startraps and tempered the forges of the universe, and you were

and First Reader for Diabolical Plots and Interstellar Flight

magnificent.

Press. For more about him, please see his website: https://

But you went too far.

kevinmcasin.wordpress.com/. Please follow his Twitter: @

I told you not to reach the boundaries of the sacral fires; the Leons

kevinthedruid.

don’t care for demi-mortals like you. The molten fields beyond do not
belong to us. No god could save you from them, not even me.
But I tried.
You likely did not hear my pleas from your cell beneath the iron city.
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“He never meant to take anything from you,” I told the primordial

“I wanted something I made. You made this world. No sense in
fighting you anymore. I just want my son back.”

Emperor and he glared.
Scarlet light from the towering bowls of ember over his throne

The Emperor huffed and said, “your son is an enemy combatant and

flickered on his broad face, rigid and grey. From under a helm encrusted

will be treated as such. You will learn my ways are just. Laws make us great.”

with opulent jewels of purple and red–stones I’d never seen and certainly

My fists clenched. Veins throbbed. A torrent of words swelled in my

never made; his obsidian eyes gleamed, looking down from his dais as

throat. A tempest of hate and anger threatened to burst from my lungs.

though I were nothing more than a servant.

But I would not be baited. Why give him another excuse to treat me as

He was my father once. Before he abandoned me. I would not do the

lesser?
I exhaled, siphoning the fury from my bones, and said, “then war you

same to you.
“You know the laws,” his bass voice boomed over the frigid, black

shall have.”

hall. “We had an agreement. You were never one for rules. You rebelled

...

against me, striking the limits of my realm to make a path for yourself,

I was not gone for long, my son.

waged war on my people, and named me the villain. I gave you discipline,

Immediately, I returned with an armada – a fleet of chariots, ships,

order, peace, but chaos was what you loved. Even now, risking the difficult

vessels of celestial stones and metals, as uncounted as the stars. On the iron

truce…these ‘startraps’ are your making, I suppose…”

city, on the Leon soldiers, we rained meteors and comets, the terrors of our

I shook my head. My father never understood. Were we ever that

universe, but they withheld our assault.
The Leons shaped the fire of their world into instruments of terrible

way?
“You strangled me. This was no place for me. I had to leave. Out

warfare – quasars, novae, nebulas – and returned our malice with equal

there, I made something for myself. And you had to be in control. This war

fury. Waves of particles not yet known to our realm were hurtled at us,

is yours, not mine.”

fraying our ships, and decimating our weapons. We held for as long as we

“Insolence!” A mighty fist slammed on the iron slab of his armrest.
“This realm was to be yours. You were to be named as my successor, not

could, but the Leon were relentless. We fell and I returned to the Emperor’s
throne defeated.
Slender warriors held the tails of the iron chains that bound me and

my rival.”

dragged me before the dais.
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“Had enough?” said my father.
“Give me my son!” I cried, yanking at the fetters. “Take me in his
place! Punish me!”
My father leaned back in his chair and stroked his heavy chin. His
charred eyes darted over the ceiling as though heaven would grant him an
answer.
“Please…” I offered one last plea for your life.
The great irises fell back on me and with a subtle nod the guards led
me away from the chamber.
I wished I had seen you before they placed me in the prison. You
were in another place, they told me. A safer place. I hope you are free. I
hope you hone your talents, learn the wonders of the stars, and never pass
down the villainy of our line. Love your son as I loved you.
Be happy, my son.
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THAT LAST ONE
Shake that glitter off exultingly
Your jetty black crown does not need any.
It already sucks their bad energy
And reflects light like diamonds a thousand many.
You entrench in their souls

Ishwi Singh:

The truth of all the worldly folklores.

Ishwi is a writer in the making. She recently completed

Respire through their blood and then you shall soar.

And if they call you witch still more,

her bachelor’s degree and will soon be pursuing a master’s
degree. Driven by self-motivation, she attempts her best

These stern figures have always been hollow,

to explore everything interesting around her passion. She

Let your volition take decision not narrow.

might not be the best writer, but she tries her best. She

Post your absolute evolution, let them not remain your foes,

believes that writing even on bad days could bring the best

Grant them your scattered glitter in your afterglow.

out of you. The whole internet is at her disposal, but still,
she prefers to read paperbacks.
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Aaron E. Lee:

Death Behooves Him

Aaron E. Lee has three collections of short stories
available on Amazon. Recently he has been accepted

Flee, Sir Delcov, swiftly into the night. The fire is stoked and smoulders.

into the anthologies, Remnants: Volume One, created

Escape the plight of heroes and look back from darkness’ embrace. You

by Stephen Coghlan, and 100-Word Horror: Beneath,

won’t find blood-stained steel or hear the cries of the fallen from those

edited by A.R. Ward. His work has also appeared in the

feigning ignorance in the out lands. Nor will you find honor.

blog at OrchidsLantern.com edited by C.R. Dudley,

A laugh, a chug, and fiddled tune welcome Sir Delcov. Peasantry is

and on the Not Ready For Rhyme Time podcast, hosted

pleasant, a lowly life is safe. Here the owls fly, where no brimstone lights

by Taylor Woodland. You can read his blog at www.

the wood. Forgetting his days in nights of ale and singing discordant with

LeonianAmbitions.Wordpress.com.

the overbearing carpenter. How many nights like this could one man take,

Twitter @BOCArnie.

Follow

him

on

before bliss became the blister on his conscious? More than he first thought.
The carpenter and Sir Delcov celebrated nothing, and everything, and one
night they keeled over after their merrymaking.
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Sheeba, the Mistress of the Manor on the south side of town, hauled

big house all by herself. Rumours had spread of her inviting the drunks’

both men in her cart. One at a time, she brought them to her large, but

home with her. People in town sure did love a good story. And here they

barren home. The house was an heirloom, but she had never been able to

were, dallying away like two young girls such as herself. Except they swung

keep it clean. Nor the cupboards stocked, nor the bathhouse clean. She

dead animals to and fro, giddy from ale and making snide remarks about

waded through life as a leaf on a tree. Ni caring more or less than the wind

the old woman.

or sea. Sheeba had spied, spied long on these men. They drank themselves

She confronted them; it was the first time she had done so in her life.

happy, and then sad again. Many folk, by the way, wouldn’t give them a

A small girl like her, shouting at blushed sweaty men. She scolded them

second glance, or chance that they may throw more than their own lives

and they laughed, so she cursed them instead. They didn’t think nothing

away.

of it, and away they went, hopefully never to return again.
They awakened in time, not before the sun set, groggy and near death.

The lass’s curse might have been a fairy tale, told on the spot. But

She had water from the well, saying it was all she could spare, then she

the goats they killed were full of dark magic indeed. They had kept the old

shared the last of her bread when she saw the blood on one of their heads.

woman alive, in return for small sacrifices. These men sacrificed nothing,

They were grateful, sincere, and came back to life. On the second day, she

and no peace would they find. Just beyond the wood, the goat hooves

gave them milk, a pure rare delight. Her only possession, she confided,

started to twitch. The sloshed men thought it a dream or a trick, but the

were two mighty strange goats. They provided her milk, in return for small

goats eventually thrashed, and Sir Delcov dropped his onto the ground.

gifts.

The carpenter held fast, and his goat bleated and snorted. The other one
Neither took her seriously, and returned to the pub. At dusk, they

charged and gashed the carpenter’s knee. The second goat was dropped,

sauntered back and took what they wanted. True, she didn’t have much,

and they both pounced at once. They bit and they stomped, and they

but she did have those goats. They slaughtered the beasts in their drunken

used their horns. The carpenter was in no order to defend himself, and Sir

stupor and blew the Mistress a kiss.

Delcov had already given them their space. He had seen many horrors in

Shilly-shallying along, swinging the goats like sacks of grain they
laughed and danced in the street. A young lass, not more than sixteen years

battle but never had he seen a pair of goats come back to life and kill their
owner.

was the only one to see them off. She had been late getting home herself

The carpenter screamed, but Delcov had his chance. His weapon

and stopped for a minute to think on the elderly woman who lived in the

now drawn, his senses returning...these were but animals, beasts, prey of
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the man. He attacked as he had been instructed, once upon a time. After

power over him. But still, he did not move or make a word. “I must die

he had slain the goats, the man cooked the meat. He salted it, and smoked

before I live, I must take before I give, I was alive before your time, I gave

it, and savoured a small feast. They would not kill anyone again. He hung

everything before my prime.”

a single hoof in the tree to ward off evil from this spot. No more than

“What is it?” He asked, genuinely.

a bloody stump, but if these beasts had true power, then this should be

“That is the riddle. Return to this village in three days and answer my
riddle if you value your life.”

enough.
He trekked deeper into the wood, made camp, and mourned

“And what if I just decide to take yours here, and now?”

for the loss of his friend. Late at night, he heard footsteps; the lass had

“You have already taken everything from me.” She stared as if seeing

returned. He remembered her curse and made ready to attack, to avenge

something he did not. Like some large ship approaching the docs in a fog.

his fallen friend. She had seen the hoof in the tree and followed his trail.

Sir Delcov laughed in naivete. He swung his sword, but only for

Upon entering his camp, she looked as though she already knew what had

show. She didn’t bat an eye.

happened. Sir Delcov was alone, but he didn’t have to be this night. He

Sir Delcov snorted and kicked at the dirt. His foot caught on a

advanced toward her, she bid him to stop. And he did if only to play a new

root, and he winced, trying not to show his pain. The lass took her turn

game. She had other things in mind and spoke what she thought. “Your

to laugh, and then twirled where she stood. She left the man there; she left

curse is only half complete...if you’ve eaten that meat, as surely you have,

the wood. Sir Delcov, alone again, with nothing but time. A very short

then you have been poisoned and soon will be dead.”

time. He considered following her and striking her from behind. He had

Sir Delcov was shocked, he believed it without a second thought.
Maybe it was fear, the memory of the nannies coming back to life. Maybe it

never been the murderous sort, it’s one of the reasons he had left the battle
after all.

was guilt, they had stolen them from the Mistress of the Manor. Or maybe,

He wouldn’t have believed in the curse if he hadn’t witnessed his

it was cowardice. The same cowardice that had driven him from the battle

friend’s death. Maybe he was poisoned, maybe worse. Three days or three

line far to the small village where he could pretend to be safe and free. No

hours, it didn’t seem to matter. He had never been one for riddles, and

matter what it was, he stopped to listen.

already he thought he was forgetting the one he was ordered to solve. He

“You may yet see mercy, traveller, solve my riddle and I will release

started to recount the verse, correcting himself more than once. Like most

my curse.” It was ridiculous and insulting how she claimed to hold this

riddles, this one seemed impossible at first but surely there was an answer.
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Before the day was over, he found the next village over. And in this

a gift of Fate, as he still had no way to buy any food. He decided his luck

village square there stood many performers. Jugglers, and dancers, and one

probably wouldn’t last forever and decided to offer his services around

lovely woman who touted herself, “The Thinker,” claiming to know every

town. The first few folk he chatted with had no need of him, and clearly,

riddle or puzzle in the world. How about that Fate? What say you, Lady

they had some judgments of their own concerning his appearance and

Luck?

smell. But then he met with a man who needed wood to be chopped, and

“I can solve any riddle, aye, but from the looks of it you couldn’t

Sir Delcov accepted this task as he offered to pay him enough for a meal
and a room. It was hard labour – truly, the hardest labour he had worked

afford me.”
“I’ll give you everything I have. At least a day’s wages.”

since running from battle. But it felt good to work his muscles. After hours

“That’s not everything you have, love, you’re wearing a nice set of

he earned his pay and still, did not feel hungry enough to buy any food. He
paid for a room and had some coin left over.

armour there!”
“That... yes, my armour – you can have it if you solve my riddle!”
“It’s a deal then, aye!” She shook his hand as strong as any man had.
He repeated his riddle, thinking he had remembered every part.
“That’s a tough riddle, aye! Give me three nights and I’ll solve it for

The next morning, he again approached The Thinker, and again she
had no answers. The third day was on the ‘morrow, and she might ask to
think about this riddle all night long. After all that thinking, Sir Delcov
was beginning to suspect she still might not know the answer he needed to
free himself of this curse.

sure!”

He stopped at a tavern for a drink, but before he ordered he realised

“Three...nights?”
“Aye, I never said I would know the answers right off the top ‘o me

he still did not require any nourishment, sustenance, or refreshment. It’s
the goat meat...he thought...the goat meat really was cursed. And like

head now, did I?”
“No...” Sir Delcov felt defeated. Three nights might be too late. He

some blessings are coupled with curses – this curse seemed to come with

was ever so tired now and had no way of paying for a room. He camped

a blessing. Sir Delcov made his rounds again this day to find work and

outside the village, and though he hadn’t eaten anything since the goats he

keep his mind off of the Thinker’s slow reply. He found it, lifting sacks of

realized he wasn’t hungry at the least.

grain and cooking...COOKING. He hadn’t cooked a meal since before

After the first night, Sir Delcov returned to The Thinker and she had

the war even began. At first, when asked he waved his hands trying to turn

no answers for him. He still was not hungry, which was amazing and also

down the job. He wasn’t even sure if he would remember how. But the
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kitchen in this tavern was well kept and the skills he had used many years

have outlived us all, they require sacrifices for their magic, and in return,

ago returned. And with each meal he prepared for someone else he asked

they had provided the Mistress with all the milk she would ever need. They

himself, am I hungry yet? But no – he had no desire for food. In fact, his

came back and took your friend.”

desire was to serve the townsfolk and make a good name for himself.

“And then you ate them!” The lass shouted.

That third night Sir Delcov confided in The Thinker, urging her

“But that’s not really the end for them...they’re not yet in their prime.

to try her best. He needed this answer more than anyone had needed an

You thought you could save yourself by eating them, and I’ve watched you

answer before. She waved him away and asked for peace. Delcov didn’t

these three days. They staved off the hunger, and you’ve made yourself a

sleep that night, though he lay in the finest bed he had slept in since he was

man again.”

a child. Early the next morning The Thinker awoke him with a smile and

“So that’s it then? The goats?”

a promise, “I know the answer, Sir Delcov,” and he saw something sinister

“Like I said, that’s the answer you seek. The goats...”

in her. She was wearing his armour, and even gripped his sword, as if ready

The lass at the doorway revealed what was behind her back. The
hoof from the tree. As she approached, she swung the bony thing, and

to attack.
“Will you tell me?”

with that there was a pain inside him, busting to get out every end. A hole

“Do you think I should? After everything you’ve done? After

opened in his gut, and a hoof shot out his rear end. Horns were thrashing
from within, and then a bleating could be heard. Sir Delcov’s screams were

everything you’ve taken?”
Delcov caught the shadow of a young lass in his doorway, it was the
girl from the other village. The one who had cursed him and his friend. So,
she had been telling stories, she was going to ruin everything. He had no

muddied by his last breath on earth.
The goats had returned from within, and the lass would lead them
home.

more armour, nor weapon, nor advantage of any kind. He was bare in his
bed and the women had caught him by surprise.
“That was my father, you nit!” The lass accused from the door. “You
had your fun with him and got him killed by the goats of the Mistress.”
“And therein lies your answer, Sir Knight,” The Thinker cooed. “The
goats are immortal in a sense, they die and return to the living again. They
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Nuisance Tide
Reaching his long silvery fingers
down,
the man on the moon
rolls up the sea

Claire Urquhart:

with slow turns of his creaking wrists.

Claire grew up in Carnoustie, on the Northeast of

the waves, the seaweed, the flotsam

Scotland. A product of the 80s Scottish education system,

and tucks the briny carpet

decent exam results and a fear of blood meant she ended

away from the land.

up studying law in Edinburgh where she now lives. Having

Only changelings can see

discovered that she loves literature much more than law,

those finger-rays tickling the sea

she found her way back to poetry. She began writing herself

into submission.

In January 2021 as a cure for insomnia and has had poems

They watch the sky

accepted for publication by Adjacent Pineapple, York

gravitating to the coast

Literary Review 2021 and Summer Anywhere (Dreich

to catch droplets,

Press, July 2021), Poetry Bus 10th Anniversary Edition,

flicked from silver hands,

Poetry Scotland (issue 102), Poet’s Republic (issue 10)

in large glass bell jars

as well as work shortlisted for Glasgow Women’s Library

when their fire-fly lights go dim.

Twice a day he scoops up

Bold Types Prize.
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The man on the moon is a patient soul,
carries his bis in die burden
without complaining to the stars
(who would swallow his words
without comment anyway)
but even he has times
when monotony rankles,
when he longs for a break in routine.
So he kicks up his heels
and dances like no-one is watching,
spins til he knocks himself off kilter –
til his whole world corkscrews away.
He never has morning-after regrets
though he’ll feel unsettled for days –
decide to take it easy,
not stretch himself.
Knows he won’t quite reach the
sea’s tapestry edges,
that they’ll lick further up the shore,
seep and slurp claiming new ground,
carve a path of tarnish.
Shrugs his shoulders
everyone has off days.
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Milena Bee:

Clover

Milena Bee is a chicane poet and mythologist based in Los
Angeles. They can be found pursuing hermetic activities

her ambrosia is thunder and lightning. even as

such as weaving, avoiding spam calls, and tending to their

she sips it in her chambers she feels the wind

various houseplants. They’re also the editor of All Guts

of the sky of her father through her hair. doves, animals

No Glory. They’ve been into mythology since they were

of her habit, bring it to her on their wings, bones showing.

old enough to read. Find them online on Instagram @
beenymph and on Twitter @mildrangus.

above ground they flutter, cooing in her ears when
her mother comes too close
and Persephone pulls down her skirts and hands her mother
another bouquet, look at what i’ve done, holding springtime in her hands.
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if a bird picks at a shell long enough (sharp teeth catch seeds and spit cores)
pure juice drips down their beaks and
catches in the dips of her collarbones when she leans in to
drink the excess, the runoff of the seasons.
her own runoff is sacred, her mother says, even
the lowest of her debris is reserved for a pillar of moral height, a moral
soul, a keeper and preserver of all things pure. her surprise, then, when
Demeter wanders without end to find her daughter, maidenhood, tending
flame with skin alit
and Hades kneeling
fingering flowers fresh up through the silt. decomposing bodies
don’t seem so helpless then.
Zeus reminds her she would be their life but she is already Demeter’s
--the new body of death already has a home.
Kore takes Hermes’ hand and Persephone looks back,
pomegranate sweet on her tongue.
Hades waves goodbye, shoulders squared. on the banks
of the river styx, the rows of narcissus push through the earth.
asphodel reaches for traces of her in the air.
Hades shuts his eyes.
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Unnatural Selection
Coiled evening shadows shed
serpentine patterns
and unsuspecting servants seek
the darkness on their own.
Where scythes are held at ready

Jason de Koff :

for the scales of nightly harvest

Jason de Koff is an associate professor of agronomy and soil

amidst the thresher’s call.

plagued upon the people

science at Tennessee State University. He lives in Nashville,
TN with his wife, Jaclyn, and his two daughters, Tegan and

Tongues of scarlet flow

Maizie. He has been published in a number of journals

from mouths emitting talons

including C&P Quarterly, Bandit Fiction, The Daily

and the mindless murmurs

Drunk, Sledgehammer Lit, Ayaskala, Fahmidan Journal,

become existential screams.

Near Window, Briefly Zine and Words & Whispers. His
chapbook, “Words on Pages”, is currently available on

The sleepy morning dawn

Amazon at https://amzn.to/3eookJk

becomes the waking nightmare
as the chosen ones can see
the snake eyes from their dreams.
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Jacob Steven Mohr:

You Are the Hero of Legend

Don’t buy the hype: Jacob Steven Mohr was not raised
by wolves. Feral children are capable of many things but

You are alone in these woods.

weaving wild words into flesh and fantasy isn’t one of them.

You are a small boy of seven or eight. You are walking between tall

Lucky us. If it were, we’d all be speaking Wolf. Mohr’s work

trees, somewhere in the back of your house. You are not far from your own

has previously appeared in All Dark Places 3, Tales of

yard, no more than a few hundred feet off. You feel as though you have

Sley House 2021, and Night Terrors vol. 20. He lives in

been walking for hours. You are exploring a vast unknown world of green

Columbus, OH. Follow him @jacobstevenmohr.

and shadow. You are an adventurer, dispatched on some gallant quest. You
will discover something soon. You are not afraid of it yet.
You brush through dense foliage, scratching your cheek. You put
your hand to your face, seeing small dots of blood on your fingers. You
see something else; something gleaming up ahead of you, over a rise. You
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forget about the cut on your face. You are curious about this gleaming

and pull. You think your hands will break. You feel like your arms will be

thing. You climb the muddy rise to see what lies beyond.

plucked off your shoulders. You don’t give up. You hear that sound again,

You see the stone. You see the sword.

the sweet noise of steel moving oh-so-slowly across stone. You shake sweat

You slide down that short hill on your bottom. Your little heart beats

from your face.

hard inside you. You know this story – at least you know its parts. You

You pull. You pull.

understand that finding a sword, a sword lodged in a stone like this, is

You feel something loosen and give – you stumble back a step. You

exciting for a small boy like you. You walk up reverently. You understand,

watch the blade fly free and thud against the forest floor.

too, that reverence will be important for what must come next. You don’t

You are holding the sword in your hands.

notice how still the forest has become. You don’t see how the light has

You open your mouth, whooping suddenly at the sky. You make

changed around you. You see that long, nocked blade, the cross-handle

animal noises, jungle noises. The sounds you make are loud and wild and

grip. You stretch out your hand.

joyous. You feel the weight of the steel in your hands. You feel strength

You stop suddenly, crouching down low. You notice the message

surging inside you. You open your mouth again…

carved into the base of the grey stone. You run your hand over moss-

You scream. You cannot stop screaming.

covered words. You read them slowly, written in this ancient dialect. You

You feel it start in your arms first. You feel this tightness, stretching

whisper them in a voice stretching beyond time:

taut inside you. You feel something growing, something expanding. You

“You can become the hero of legend.”

feel it pushing out through your skin. Your skin is not large enough for

You feel the sun on you now. You see light – brilliant glory pouring

the hero of legend. You feel muscles, not yours, burst out of your body all

down through the trees. You see the light gleaming off the blade’s steel. You

at once. You feel the pain everywhere, in every part of you. You feel like

reach out with both hands and grasp the hilt of the sword. You think of a

an exploding star. You feel like a pimple bursting between two fingernails.

prayer your mother taught you, moving your lips silently. You don’t hear it

You hear both legs break and stretch. Your bones are not long

when the air starts to hum with terrible energy around you. You pull.

enough for the hero of legend. You cough. You watch blood spatter on

You hear something, a low grating sound. You felt the sword move.

the ground. You taste copper on your tongue as your jaws split open. Your

You felt it slide, a small distance, but progress all the same. You pull again,

mouth will soon contain every tooth belonging to the hero of legend. You

with all your strength. You put your foot against the mossy rock and pull

are on your knees now. You still cannot let go of the sword. You feel its
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weight anchoring you. You feel this everywhere. You feel that weight, even
through the pain. You break, again and again. You grow. You crack. You
change.
You lay gasping on the forest floor. You see the sky through tree
branches interwoven like fingers. You can barely feel anything now, only
this new sun on your face. Your face is not your face at all. You know from
school how many bones your face has. You feel them moving. You feel
them sliding under your skin, shifting and tearing. You know, somehow,
that you asked for this to happen. You’re getting what you wanted.
You read, etched in stone beside your head: “You can become the
hero of legend.”
You bleed slow and hot into the dirt. You feel its wet warmth
everywhere. You are grateful the agony is dulled. You try to steady each
painful shuddering breath. You grasp the hilt of the sword, so cold now in
your unyielding grip.
You will not let go. You will never give up that glory again.
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Patricia M. Osborne:

Lady of the Woods

Patricia M Osborne is married with grown-up children
and grandchildren. In 2019 she graduated with an MA

She stretches towards the stars,

in Creative Writing (University of Brighton). Patricia is

heart-shaped foliage dances,

a published novelist, poet, and short fiction writer. She

airy, pendulous branches sway.

has been published in various literary magazines and
anthologies and has three poetry pamphlets published

Gently I peel away

by The Hedgehog Poetry Press. She has a successful blog

paper-thin white crusts

at Whitewingsbooks.com featuring other writers. When

patterned with black crevices.

Patricia isn’t working on her own writing, she enjoys
sharing her knowledge, acting as a mentor to fellow writers.

I burn the bark
under moonlight
to keep Isolde warm.
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Sapphire flames mesmerise,
crackles soothe.
We inhale timbered scent,
drink clear, sweet sap
and wintergreen tea.
I spread a red sheet
onto the clay ground,
ease Isolde down,
caress her shoulders.
We take our final offering,
the promise of fertility,
gifted by the Lady of the Woods.
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Mistress of Light
She calls me to her.
Bound by her power I venture into the night.
Wrapped in her cloak of silver I feel no cold, though
frost glistens on blade and branch. My need increases.
Tingles trail up and down my spine

Nia Harries:

in anticipation; building, waiting.

Originally from rural Wales in an area steeped in mythology

I savour the feeling. My lips involuntarily work their way

and folktales, Nia has lived in East Yorkshire the past 6 years.

into a smile, as my body warms with thoughts

A single mother and occasional blogger, her self-published

of what’s to come. Lifting my face to meet hers,

collection ‘Walking through the shadows’ was published

I feel the weight of her gaze; the heat

in 2017. She has featured in The High Wolds Poetry

of her touch, and I am undone. She crashes

Festival, The Amphibian Literary Journal, Discretionary

over me; light penetrates my skin, my sight, my soul,

Love, and will appear in future publications of Delicate

in endless rolling waves. The sky shifts and shimmers

emissions, Boats Against the Current and Sunday Mornings

as we connect; one light, one being, one power.

at the River.When not writing she can be found walking

Eyes shut I give myself to her; let her take me,

in woodlands trying to talk to the trees, drinking strong

claim me completely and wash me anew.

coffee and eating good cake, or occasionally attempting to

Time is lost – here in her glory it matters not.

knit or crochet badly.

There is only our dance together.

Social Media handles: - Blog- niaharries.wordpress.com

Her the mistress of my soul, me

Twitter: @niaharries1 Instagram:@realniaharries

the eager vessel of her purest light.

The air is still and silent; only my breath and hers.
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Safiya Cherfi:

The Bride and Her Thief

Safiya is a writer based in Scotland. She is a book reviewer
focusing on BIPOC authors and translated literature. She

Zahia arrived at the hammam with Lalla Hadjer, battling another spell of

writes short stories, published in Sundial Magazine and

dizziness. They had been haunting her since last Ramadan but she’d kept

forthcoming in Gutter Magazine. She is currently working

them to herself. She didn’t want to worry anyone, didn’t want to be more

on a novel, one of her manuscripts was long-listed for the

of a burden. The nosebleeds were harder to hide, though.

2021 Laxfield Literary Launch Prize. You can find her on
Twitter at @safiyacherfi and Instagram at @safiyareads

Zahia loved Lalla Hadjer. She knew the older woman felt a duty
towards her, one linked by death. Lalla Hadjer had been like a sister to
Zahia’s mother, although Hadjer was nearly two decades older. Yemma
used to say, the only thing that will separate me from Hadjer is death. She
was right.
As they removed their outer garments, Zahia hoped Lalla Hadjer
wouldn’t notice the bruises over her body. She had no idea where they
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came from, even feared they were the doing of a djinn. But Lalla Hadjer’s

when Amo Marouane doted on her. Her uncle only had sons, five of

eyesight wasn’t what it once was, and she was busy greeting the other

them, and he treated Zahia like his own daughter. Every time his wife fell

women. After she had told them the latest failings of her son-in-law, she

pregnant she would say, so that Zahia could hear, “Insha’Allah this time it

guided Zahia over to the hot water and they immersed themselves. Zahia

will be a girl.”

was receiving the whole service today, removing all the hair on her body,

“Insha’Allah,” Zahia would murmur, but she didn’t mean it.

ready for the wedding night.

So, her uncle’s wife was pregnant again, the teacher was still interested,

Steam rose between Zahia and Lalla Hadjer, forming a makeshift

and Zahia was tired of being a burden. She decided she would marry the

barrier. Through the haze, Zahia saw a lioness in Lalla Hadjer’s place, like

teacher. It was entirely her choice but that’s not to say her circumstances

the ones that used to roam the Atlas Mountains. The only lions found

didn’t make it feel necessary.

there now were the Freedom Fighters, and they were being hunted by the
French soldiers. The steam dispersed and she saw Lalla Hadjer again.
“Your uncle made sure the teacher is a good man, binti,” Lalla Hadjer

Zahia had lived half her life without her mother, the ache of missing
her always heavy on her heart. She missed Baba too but that was different;
the missing was tinged with betrayal.
The year Zahia was nine, the harvest had been woeful, leaving the

said.
“I know.” Zahia nodded.

family little to live on. Yemma had given birth to a baby boy and hours later

“I’ve asked many people about him. They all said he is a good man.”

had returned to her Lord. Soon after, the baby, Yougourtha, not wanting

Zahia smiled a little and nodded again. Her future husband. His

to face the world without his mother, had gone too.

name was Farouk, but she only thought of him as the teacher. When Amo

After the janazah, their bodies in white shrouds covered by the

Marouane had approached her about the teacher’s interest, he advised her

ground again, Baba hardly moved a muscle. A few days of silence passed,

it would be better to wait for someone closer to her age, who didn’t have

and he left their tiny cottage and didn’t come back. Zahia waited for him,

two children.

hungrier day by day. Water, she gathered from the well but there was

But it had alarmed something in Zahia. She knew she was marrying

nothing to eat. After several days, Amo Marouane showed up, saw her

age, but she had hoped it had gone unnoticed by others. Then her uncle’s

withering away. With no sign of his older brother, he took her back with

wife fell pregnant again. She had never felt welcomed by her. She would

him. There had been no word of Baba since.

sigh dishing out a plate of food for Zahia and never hid her resentment
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“You will have to get used to being around the roumis,” Lalla Hadjer
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said with a disapproving grimace. It was her one fault of the teacher, that

“What do you mean?” Zahia asked.

he taught in a school run by the colonisers. He was allowed to teach a class

“You know what I mean! The Bride Thief !”

of native boys a tongue that was foreign to them and lived in a building

Zahia turned her head and stifled a giggle. Lalla Hadjer was a
superstitious one.

with settlers.
“I’ll be careful,” Zahia said for Lalla Hadjer’s sake.

“Nobody, Lalla Hadjer but it will be fine, insha’Allah.”

They had taken Baba’s land from him, pushed him down with all

“Ya Rebi!” Lalla Hadjer threw her arms in the air. “I would do it

their weight. He had to pay rent to live and farm on the land his forefathers

myself, but my granddaughter had to have her wedding on the same day!”

had owned. What could that do to a proud man? The teacher’s proximity

“I’ve forgotten the story of the Bride Thief, Lalla Hadjer, tell me

to the roumis had been part of his appeal for Zahia. There was power in

again,” Zahia asked, knowing how her elder loved to tell a story, hoping it

knowing the enemy, power that could be put to use.

would placate her.
“What is there to tell? He steals brides on the wedding night before

“I should have persuaded your uncle to let you have tattoos when my

the husband arrives to greet her. He takes them away, he keeps them. Does

granddaughter did.”
Lalla Hadjer had four tiny circles tattooed in a vertical line on her
forehead. They had faded a little with her ageing years and were nearly

he lock them away? Does he eat them? Nobody knows because they’re
never seen again!” She wasn’t to be placated.
“Maybe my uncle’s wife will do it. I’ll get my uncle to ask her,” Zahia

swallowed by wrinkles.
“Amo Marouane said the teacher doesn’t like them.”

said.

Lalla Hadjer made an unimpressed sound. “Ma’aliche, tattoos

Zahia managed to change the subject to the only other matter that

wouldn’t protect you from them anyway, too many of our women know

Lalla Hadjer would be distracted by; the stepchildren. A boy of seventeen,

that. It’s getting more dangerous. The FLN are giving them hell, may Allah

only a few months younger than herself, and a girl of fifteen. Zahia found

protect them and make them victorious, but the roumis are coming down

the idea of herself as a stepmother to two teenagers amusing. It didn’t

on us even harder. The curfew now as well.”

daunt her because people had a way of either being endeared to Zahia or

“Long live the Freedom Fighters,” was all Zahia said.
“Amine! Anyway, there’s an urgent matter. Who is going to guard
you on the wedding night before the teacher comes to you?”
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barely noticing her (Amo Marouane’s wife was the exception).
Besides, she had it in her head that she would have the teacher by the
ear, to have some say, some power of her own. It was what she had lacked
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all her life. It was what her people had taken away from them; control over

she’d feel better. She let out a sigh as her head touched the mattress and she

their own lives, their own country.

relaxed into the folds of the sheets. She prayed it would be her last spell of

The rest of the afternoon was spent with Lalla Hadjer giving Zahia

dizziness.

tips on how to assert her dominance with the children, and the keys to

It felt like barely five minutes had passed when she heard the door to

pleasing her husband. Zahia was mostly silent, either trying to ignore the

the suite opening. Had she fallen asleep? She forced herself to sit up slowly,

dizziness, trying not to laugh or outright blushing.

it wouldn’t do to provoke the dizziness again because thank Allah it had

...

left her just in time.

Zahia didn’t speak to Amo Marouane about his wife guarding her

He stepped into the room and Zahia remained seated on the bed,

against the Bride Thief. She knew if he asked, his wife would do it. But

the headdress beside her forgotten. Standing in front of her was the most

Zahia didn’t believe this old folktale that Lalla Hadjer had brought with

beautiful man she’d ever seen. His face was bright with noor and his head

her from the mountains.

crowned by dark curls. He was clean-shaven bar a neat, trim moustache.

The women had celebrated together, ululating and dancing amongst

He looked at her, an amused half-smile on his lips. Neither of them moved

themselves while the men had their separate festivities. Zahia was waiting

but they remained looking at each other. Zahia was transfixed. His eyes

for the teacher. She had only ever seen him from afar. Amo Marouane had

were a deep, dark brown but so bright – two magnets pulling her in.

tried to get her to meet with him several times, but she told him there was
no need. She had made her decision. It was going to be her new start. She
would be the woman of the household, nobody’s burden. And seeing as it
was a new start, her maladies would go away too.
She wanted to lie down while she waited. The day had gone well but
now another spell of dizziness was coming. She didn’t want him to find
her laying down but nor did she want to be overcome with weakness by

“What do you think of me, Zahia?” He arched an eyebrow.
“You look younger than I expected.” The honest words leave her
mouth before she can stop them.
“Well, I’m not much older than you! And we’ll be the same age
where we’re going.”
Zahia frowned, confused by his answer. He sat down on the bed,
leaving a respectable gap between them, although it wasn’t needed now.

the time he arrived. He should see her in her traditional velvet headdress,

“You’re from the mountains, Zahia?”

with jewels descending on either side but she’d have to take it off to lay

“My parents were born there. Are you?”

down. She carefully placed it next to her on the bed. Ten minutes rest and

“I’m from a nearby village but I went to the mountains to fight.”
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“You’re the Bride Thief,” she said.

“You did? You joined the maquisards?” Zahia’s eyes shone and her

She had expected him to laugh again, to deny. But he remained silent

heart lifted with pride. Her husband, fighting the French.
“I was with the guerrilla forces for a while.”

for a long moment before turning to her. He took both of her hands in his.

“You were?” she asked.

“Ameerati, it’s not as simple as that.”

“Not anymore. All things come to an end, no? Much sooner than I

She tried to take her hands back, but he held tight to them. She knew

wanted but Allah knows best.” There was a heavy sadness in his eyes.

she should keep resisting but she didn’t want to.

“I thought you were a teacher,” she said. But being married to a

“Zahia, do you like stories?” he asked, and she nodded. “Can I tell

member of the armed wing of the FLN meant she could help, even if it

you a story now?” He stroked her hands with his thumbs. She nodded

was cooking them food. The fighters needed to eat, didn’t they?

again and held his gaze.

“When I wasn’t fighting, I taught the new recruits. Most of them had

“Half your lifetime ago, there was a very bad harvest. One farmer’s

never seen a gun before unless it was pointed at them by a French soldier.”

crops had long been failing him, but that year was the worst. He felt

“What about the children?” she asked, thinking it impossible that

betrayed by the land. He was struggling more than ever to pay the rent.

the man in front of her was the father of a seventeen-year-old. “Where are

He planned to take his family to the city, find work there. He wanted to

the children when you’re gone?”

go straight away but his wife was pregnant. She wanted to give birth where

“What children?”

they were, where she knew the midwife. The midwife who’d delivered her

“Your children.”

daughter and who’d cried with her when two babies came out blue, one

“All the children of this country are my children,” he replied. “My good

year after the other.

friend said to me, Anir, when Algeria is independent, maybe our children
will finally be able to have a childhood. I hope he is right, insha’Allah.”
Zahia frowned, replaying the conversation, trying to make sense of
it. “Anir? That’s not right,” she said.
He laughed. “You don’t like it? My mother named me.”
There was only one possibility in Zahia’s mind. Lalla Hadjer’s old

“They agreed to stay until the baby was born. But hours after the
baby came, the farmer’s wife died and the baby boy soon after. The farmer
was heartbroken. After a few days, he went out, leaving his daughter. He
was so full of grief; he couldn’t even open his mouth to say one word to
her.
“He walked for hours. When he finally turned to head back to his
daughter, four French soldiers stumbled upon him. They were young,

folktale was true after all.
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looking to prove themselves. A grief crippled man who hadn’t seen a decent
meal in weeks was the ideal target. They beat him, egging each other on.
They kept going until he stopped breathing and then they left his body

“So, you are the Bride Thief ?” she asked. This time he did laugh at
the mention of the old tale.
“You don’t want to come with me then?” He grinned, slowly
loosening his arms.

there.
“Someone had seen them. A thirteen-year-old boy crouched in the
undergrowth nearby, where he had thrown himself as soon as he heard the

“I didn’t say that,” she protested, putting them back in place. “But
you are stealing me from the teacher.”

French tongue. He was frozen in fear, trousers soaked in urine. He didn’t

“Some people will see it like that, Zahia. But how can I steal my

move until his mother came looking for him. She howled at the sight of

destiny? How can I steal someone that was written for me before our

the dead farmer, fearing for a moment it was her son, unrecognisable,

ancestors were born? Allah has willed it. I could also argue that you have

covered in blood. The boy and his father buried the farmer, they didn’t

stolen me.” He rested his chin on her shoulder.

know what else to do. Several years later, that boy joined the maquisards

Zahia blushed at the feeling of his breath on her neck.

so that he could do what he wasn’t able to that day; to fight for the people

“So,” she said, “you are the Bride Thief. But you’re my thief.”

of this country.”

He smiled into her neck then he sat up and his expression turned

Tears streamed down Zahia’s cheeks. She looked at him, her eyebrows

serious. “It’s time to go now, Zahia.”

pulled into a question she couldn’t form. Anir wiped the tears from her

“But what about the curfew?”

cheeks, only for them to be replaced. He held her face in his hands.

“Don’t worry about the curfew, the roumis can’t hurt us anymore,”

“That farmer was your father, and the boy was me.”
She leant into him, burrowing her face in his chest and he wrapped
her in his arms. She cried until she ran out of tears while he held her,

he said.
“Where are we going?”
“Home.” Anir stood up and held his hand out. Zahia stood and
placed her hand in his.

stroking her hair.
“Khalas, ameerati,” he murmured in her ear. “There’s no tears where

“This was just a temporary abode. Now we’re going to our eternal
home. Are you coming with me?”

we’re going.”
She moved back a little so that she could look into his face.
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Zahia nodded. Deep down, she’d known this was coming when she
first laid eyes on his ethereal face. He lifted her hand to his lips and kissed
it.
“Let’s go then.”
...
The teacher entered and saw his bride laying on the bed. He suspected
she was pretending to be asleep. He smiled to himself; this woman is going
to have me by the ear, he thought. He went to the other side of the bed and
removed her velvet headdress, placing it on the chest of drawers. He laid
down next to her and pretended to snore, wanting to make her laugh. But
something wasn’t right. He realised how still she was. Not even the rise and
fall of her chest.
When Lalla Hadjer washed the body before the janazah, she noticed
the bruising over the young woman’s body. The uncle’s wife confessed to
noticing many nosebleeds. Amo Marouane thought back on the weakness
she had displayed in recent months. They pieced it together and it was
clear that Zahia had not been well. A sickness of the blood.
Nobody cried louder than Lalla Hadjer after the burial. Nobody was
more heartbroken than Marouane. His wife thought to herself; all that
expense for the wedding, what a waste! She gave birth to another boy a
few months later. The teacher had lost another wife, although many said it
didn’t count, the marriage had not been consummated.
And Zahia, she was home, with her Lord and her Thief.
Note: Anir is an Amazigh name meaning angel.
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Rachel Mallalieu:

I Started This Side Gig

Rachel Mallalieu is an emergency physician and mother of
five. She writes poetry in her spare time. Her recent work

I started this side gig selling reinforced caskets. Standard glossy coffins are

is featured in Blood and Thunder, Haunted Waters Press,

not good enough for my clients. These are double padlocked, low lidded

Nelle, Entropy, Anti-Heroin Chic, Tribes, 8Poems, 2River

and inescapable. Once they are sealed, I secure the keys on a string around

and Rattle.

my neck. I know better than anyone that some people who seem dead
might not be dead enough. / I started this side gig because I’ve watched
some people die too easily. They look at the ceiling and decide not to take
another breath. Occasionally, they want to struggle later. Sometimes,
after I’ve pronounced people dead, they defy me and their hearts resume
beating. While this brings transient joy, it is too complicated once the
body has been buried. / I started this side gig because some people struggle
too much when they die. They look past my shoulder and scream NO and
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raise their hands to shove away things I do not see. They bare their teeth
and bite the air. I worry that a regulation coffin will not be sturdy enough
to keep them from clawing their way out. / I started this side gig because
some families don’t want their loved ones to dance. Business started
booming when the paper reported bodies shimmied and writhed as they
decomposed.Baptists and Pentecostals came out in droves. My coffins are
narrow and cramped. No gyrating will occur. I thought the Mormons
would buy them, but I was wrong. Mormons dance; they just don’t drink
alcohol or coffee. / I started this side gig because alive is alive and dead is
dead.
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The Poet
It was in the afternoon when the poet looked out of the window, sitting
against a pillow, he saw a perfectly rounded moon of a still shadow in the
summer’s late noon, the moon was white, embryonic, waiting to replete
which was the first phase of the moon, however, the poet also saw a
beautiful girl running along a slip lane in a floral frock – a cluster of rose,

Mehreen Ahmed:

dahlia, chrysanthemums, and forget-me-nots though in the second phase

Mehreen Ahmed is an Australian novelist, born in Bangladesh. Her historical
fiction, The Pacifist, is a Drunken Druid’s Editor’s Choice. Gatherings is
nominated for the James Tait Black Prize for fiction. Her short and flash fiction
have won in The Waterloo Short Story Festival, Cabinet-of-Heed streamof-consciousness Challenge, shortlisted by Cogito Literary Journal Contest,
shortlisted by Litteratuer RW for Litt Prize, finalist in the Fourth Adelaide
Literary Award Contest. A Best of Cafelit 8, three-time nominated for The Best
of the Net Awards, nominated for the Pushcart Prize Award. Also, critically
acclaimed by Midwest Book Review, DD Magazine, The Wild Atlantic Book
Club to name a few. She is contributing editor and jury to the KM Anthru
International Prize of the Litterateur Redefining World Magazine and a featured
writer for Flash Fiction North and Connotation Press. Her Toads on Lily Pads
was curated by Cambridge Press on Muck Rack. She is widely published online
and in anthologies. She has published eight books, and her works have been
translated in German, Greek and Bangla.
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of the moon, when it moved up as the light of the day was fainter, the poet
sensed her skin against his own and her searing lips to the lead up to the
third phase of the moon, it was on a stiff incline, the poet inked his pen
from the ink-pot, at this stage, in the third phase of the moon, the daylight
had dimmed, the moon was waxing into a yellowish sheen, his love for
this girl full to its brim which, in the fifth phase of the moon was plaited
in gold and the poet felt bold, a mad rush to woo, his murmured words
found expression, cooed like the ringdoves of the blues, in the mean time,
darkness had enveloped, the poet’s fondness grew to the effect that the
moon rose to its maximum height, only, in the final stage of the moon,
the ink was smeared all over the poet’s fingers, he put his pen down, into
the empty ink-stand with blackened nails, no matter, the poem was done–
with a smile of satisfaction, he read the words aloud like a song, he knew
that his love was not denounced, the moonlight mirage had alluded to
some delightful phases of romance.
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Kevin A. Risner:
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Our Wavelengths Are Aligned
Green-screen video cameras
Point at locations everyone knows about:
hallways of abandoned homes, empty warehouses,
a 19th-century hotel. When the screen is blank,
sometimes all black, we see our own reflections.
Wait for something to happen, anything –
a bump, that book falling off the shelf, skittering
of squirrels on the roof, distant thunder. Our laughter
comes in deep waves when we know it’s only that.
Easily explained. But then the folk tales turn darker.
Hearsay about a well, a circular hole that’s now a den of evil.
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Laughter fizzles out. Eyes freeze.
Breath sticks in throats. Hearts rush to bursting point.
Thoughts of what takes place the instant
our last breaths leave our lips. Alone,
we’ve talked about it. We want to know
the truth. We want to see forever. We nudge
the veil aside, the pathway leading into another world.
All we get is the sun falling,
never to return, reach that moment
when our brains travel the most graceful curve,
the most beautiful asymptote.
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Fatima Zahra:

The Vegetarian

Fatima Zahra (she/her) is a 12-year-old who should
definitely be writing right now. She should definitely not

It was five o’clock on a freezing winter morning when a bundle of clothes

look through lit mag lists and wish to be published.

and a cat dropped from the clouds onto the front of ‘Restaurant le Sourire’.

Her work has appeared in the brain feed and the children’s

Why people said that cats landed on their feet was beyond Mai’s thoughts.

magazines, the Saugus Halloween contest and has been

The sign behind the glass flashed ‘closed’ over and over in flushed

commended by the Wilbur Niso Smith foundation for

pink lettering before finally retiring to death. Withered hydrangeas were

the ‘author of tomorrow prize’. She lives in India, with her

clumped inside the solitary vase by the window, a faint attempt at beauty.

younger sister and parents.

The air hung cold and still; a photograph torn from a coffee table book.
They almost didn’t hear the grumble of the bus as it swept by, stopping for
mere seconds before rolling on.
“Everyone’s creeped out by this place, you know?” Elena dropped to
the ground behind them “Sorry. The bus left late today.”
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It alarmed Mai just how Elena could keep in her screams, passing

the snowflakes off of their coat.

them off as tics. She only groaned now and told everyone that she had

Mai growled.

chronic back pain. Most banshees weren’t able to do that.

Elena sat upon the barstool in front of the counter, running her

Mai only meowed suppressing their anger. Elena patted dust off her

fingertips across the rim of a porcelain soup plate.
“I dare say you will not like this one,” Elena said. “Go on,” fear

knees and proceeded to knock, twice.
“Coming” Alyssa’s voice echoed throughout the street, bouncing off

crackled in Alyssa’s eyes. “Killed under a car”
The origins of the bone in porcelain always scared Alyssa, but she

the frost on the brick wall. The door opened at last, leaving them in full
view of the topsy-turvy view of the restaurant. Half the walls were covered

wanted to honour all of them.

with a mural that Alyssa had been painting, a cornfield basking in the

“I’ll bury it today.” Grix entered from the employee door as he

mid-afternoon sun. Similarly, half the chairs were new, bought from all

smoothed his tank-top out, his hair dishevelled as always. He always stayed

sorts of porch sales, while the other half remained prison-quality metal.

in the spare bedroom on the full moon.
“A good ol’ burger for me, thanks.” He said as Alyssa clicked her pen

Passionflowers and lavender were placed inside the vase by the counter and
Don sat there, in a tuxedo plucking the petals frequently and lining them

open.
“want anything, Elena?”

in the interior of a bowl.
“I didn’t wake up at 5 for tea.” Elena slammed her hand onto a table.
“It’s for my own uses,” Don said. “Grandma’s recipe for decreasing

“Get me something sweet today. A waffle?” Elena said, picking apart
her strands of hair.
“I’ll have hot chocolate” Mai sat on the metal chairs to the side, their

your blood appetite.”
Don was probably the least functional of them all, ever since they’d

favourite spot. Mai was now a human, a twelve-year-old girl with pigtails

pledged to being vegetarian, and after all, vampires are known to drink

and a red-black checkered frock. Mai preferred the frigid metal to straw

blood, whereas shapeshifters, banshees, and werewolves aren’t.

and wood and cushions, even in their human form.

“It is a lie that vampires cannot live without blood, blood is their
addiction.” Alyssa had said on their first day. “And you will live without it,

“On it.” Alyssa snapped the notepad closed and scuttled behind the
counter.
Grix turned around, flicking through the dead hydrangeas. “Reckon

Don.”
Alyssa cradled Mai, settling them down onto their chair, sweeping
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they’ll be good enough for the grave. Huh, Mai?”
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Mai turned around, ready to give their opinion that no creature

decided to become a cloth and soak all of the blood, which later coated

should ever be allowed to have dead flowers over their graves thank you

their 12-year-old persona with dried, honey-like blood. They didn’t care

very much, but they stopped, mouth agape.

for washing it off, for the unfortunate problem of their hot chocolate

“Oh, fuck off.” They stared at the large vermilion clot on Grix’s back.

getting colder by the second.
The clean-up had been the hardest, especially for Alyssa after eating

“No swearing, Mai.” Alyssa didn’t turn around, in the middle of
scooping cocoa-stained batter into the waffle maker.
“Grix mauled someone last night.” Elena rolled her eyes.

half of her morning toast. Safe to say, she hasn’t been as crazy about ketchup
since then.
Elena picked on the last few crumbs of the waffle, sucking onto the

Don ran towards and lunged at Grix; her teeth bared.
“Hey-hey. I don’t remember anything!” Grix turned back a few steps
and wiped a finger on his back, which returned slick with blood.

syrup that clung to her hand. “So, we’ve decided, as a group, that we’re
burying them and putting that ugly bunch of hydrangeas on them?”
“I think yes,” Mai muttered, still angry that they were given such a

Holy crap Grix, this is not acceptable.” Don had stopped, but her

small amount of hot chocolate for swearing.

canines glinted sharper than ever.

“It doesn’t feel right, you know, letting Don bury them alone.”

“Calm down, everybody.” Alyssa waved her fingers in the manner of

“Well, I am definitely not to be trusted,” Grix grumbled from across

a teacher handling a particularly vile class.
“Let’s have our food and let’s discuss. Everyone feels better when

the table. His burger was a mess, the tomato slices sliding out, the patty

they’re full.” She went back to behind the counter, not aware of their

scattered in morsels across his table, the sauces quite literally oozing out.

muttered swearing.

“And us?” Mai was a parrot now, perched on the cup, slurping the insides

“Oh crap. Oh crap. Oh crap.” Alyssa broke her own rules when

clean.

she saw the absolute flood of blood inside the storage room, the crimson

“Pop off. I’ve gotta watch Grix. Paranoid people do paranoid things.”

handprints on the wall.

Elena walked out, with Mai perched on their shoulder, screeching

“I’m sorry?” Grix shrugged his shoulders, this not being the goriest
he had left a place, nor the victim as unidentifiable as they had been
sometimes. Elena hated it, talking about how killings could be so more
aesthetically pleasing. More like how poets described them, but Mai
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giddily as the cold air hit them.
“Well hello, Don.” Elena clocked an eyebrow. “I see you’re having
your own little feast back here, huh?”
Don looked up, her teeth dotted with flesh and blood.
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Wild Child

Allan Miller:
Allan Miller is a writer living in Fife. He’s worked on scripts

The circumstances surrounding my wife and I becoming parents have been

ranging from an RTS award-winning sketch show (OOglies,

the subject of much rumour and speculation. It is for this reason that I

CBBC) to a BAFTA-winning sex education series (KNTV

wish to explain, if I can, the strange tale of how a wonderful baby boy

Sex, Channel 4). He writes material for a number of stand-

entered into our lives.

up comedians and is lead writer on BBC Radio Scotland’s

For many a year we had longed for a child, but as time went by our

Breaking The News. His short stories have appeared in

hopes receded like my hairline, and we settled down to a simple life of

Gutter and Porridge magazines.

sarcasm and resentment. Then one day, whilst I was gathering kindling in
the forest near our little cottage, I heard the most peculiar of sounds. A
faint, melodic chirruping, as if accompanied by distant flutes or pan pipes.
It seemed to be emanating from deep in the woods and, as curiosity had got
the better of me, I followed the refrain until I came upon a small thicket
of hawthorn trees. I pushed aside the branches whereupon I beheld the
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option but to take this strange little soul with me, until a proper course of

strangest sight I have ever beheld.
For there, nestled upon a nest of leaves, was an extraordinary creature

action could be acted upon.

no bigger than the palm of my hand. Its body was covered in a red downy

Arriving back at our humble dwelling, my wife began to reproach

fur, it had ears like a rabbit, and catlike whiskers, like a cat. Its face was

me for returning home at so late an hour and demanded to know what had

reminiscent of a squirrel, and its inquisitive green eyes shone like rubies

become of the firewood I had ventured out to collect. Her admonishments

– if rubies were green. Strangest of all was the luminescent antenna that

ceased as I unwrapped the contents of the bundle of rags I was carrying

sat atop its head, rather like that of an angler fish, which appeared to glow

upon the kitchen table.
After she had regained consciousness, she stood agog at the

brighter upon my approach.
As I watched, mesmerised, the chimera unfolded its arms, revealing

outlandish infant that blinked and squinted back at her. I tried my best

what looked to be feathers, and reached out two tiny paws towards me.

to answer the barrage of questions that followed, but it was at this very

Then it began to whistle the most entrancing of melodies. Once my

point that I suddenly remembered my grandfather’s books. He had been

faculties had returned, I realised that this tiny life form, whatever it might

an eminent professor of cryptozoology and had spent much of his youth

be, was but a baby.

travelling uncharted lands documenting all manner of curious curiosities.

Questions flooded my befuddled brain and I searched this way and

By the time the protestations began I was already in the attic,

that, in search of answers. Were there more of these wondrous beings

searching for the portmanteau containing the books and journals my

nearby? Was I being watched? Was I victim to some implausible prank or

grandfather had left before he so mysteriously disappeared.
His encyclopedias revealed no clue as to the entity’s identity, and

unfathomable trap?
A chill wind rustled the leaves, and I saw the shadows of the trees
had grown long. Time, that seemed to have stopped for an age, now began

my candle was almost extinguished, when at the very bottom of the trunk
I came upon a dusty leather-bound tome: The A-Z of Preposterous Beasts.

to accelerate, and I felt suddenly isolated and vulnerable. My heart raced

The bestiary contained descriptions and illustrations of all manner

and I would have fled if it were not for the opposable thumbed paw that

of outlandish animals, I never dreamt existed, such as the quonk, the

now gripped my finger tightly. I knew then I was not the only one who was

spaffleblub, and the hedgehog, but nothing that came close to matching

alone and afraid in the deep dark woods.

the foundling I had found in the woods. As I neared the end of the book I

As night was drawing in I decided that, for better or worse, I had no
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was resigned to ignorance, but then I turned to the page marked W.
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There, right in front of me, was a sketch of the very creature I had

had I imagined the antenna? It hardly seemed to matter as the delightful

brought home. It did not have long floppy ears or a bushy ginger tail, and

imp seemed as taken with us and we were with it. Our house, that was once

its whiskers were not exactly catlike, like a cat. Nevertheless, the similarity

a place of seething animosity, was now filled with music and laughter, and

was astonishing. The fantastical critter was a wupple.

the subject of what was to be done with the wupple was almost forgotten.

The description revealed that wupples are shy woodland dwellers,

However, as the days passed, we could not ignore the fact that the

rather like poblins, who live in small nomadic groups, forage amongst the

wuppling’s physiognomy was indeed changing. The piercing green eyes

undergrowth for nuts and acorns, make camp at dusk, drink fermented

remained, but the tail had all but disappeared, as had the fur and whiskers.

berry juice, and sing their ethereal songs by the light of the moon. The

There was no escaping the conclusion that the wupple was looking

following morning they pack their provisions, and move on to another

decidedly more human. I decided to consult my grandfather’s book once

part of the forest, before prying eyes come to investigate the peculiar noises

more to see if some explanation could be found.
It did not take long to confirm my suspicions. In my haste to learn

they had heard the previous night.
From what I could gather from the ancient text, a party of wandering

the foundling’s taxonomy I had failed to notice the section that explained

wupples could well have been startled by an intruder and then, fleeing in a

why wupples are so shy, and how an infant wupple encountering another

panic, leave behind a young wuppling.

organism will start to resemble said individual. If contact is prolonged it

Returning downstairs I found my beloved sitting on the rocking
chair by the fire, the baby wupple asleep on her lap. The astonishing beast
hummed a contended hum, and the dozing wupple mimicked her.

will eventually change completely. The only way to reverse the process was
to return the wuppling to the company of wupples.
This made clear the remarkable transformation taking place, and

I was about to divulge all I had learned, but she raised a finger to

solved the mystery of the ears, tail, fur, and feathers. The wupple must

her mouth and bade me remain silent. It was evident she had become as

have been exposed to a number of different animals, in its time alone in

enchanted by this extraordinary mite as myself. What I had to tell could

the forest, before I happened upon it. As I divulged this new information

wait until morning.

to my wife her countenance changed from one of elation to one of deep

The following day, as the wupple performed tricks upon the kitchen

sorrow.

floor, I could not help but think its aspect somewhat altered. Its long

“We must return him,” she declared solemnly.

floppy ears did not appear quite so long or floppy, its fur not so furry, and

I held my tongue, for as much as I disliked what she was about to say,
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I knew that she was right.
“He’s not ours,” she continued. “His wupple family must be beside
themselves with worry.”
They could be scouring the forest at this very moment. Imagine if
that was us? You must take the child back from whence it came.”
So, it was with the heaviest of hearts, that I journeyed back into the
forest with our wupple baby. After much-anguished searching, I came at
last upon the small clearing where I first laid eyes upon the changeling that
changed our lives. I set him down upon a nest of leaves, kissed his head,
and reversed a safe distance to conceal myself, and wait to discover if his
kinsfolk would return.
By nightfall there was still no sign of the wupples, and I wondered
if they could sense my presence and were afraid to approach. I decided,
though it pained me greatly, to go back home and return the following
day to learn if these extraordinary critters had reclaimed their missing
offspring, or abandoned the waif, yet again, having failed to recognise
their much-altered progeny.
When I arrived home my wife flung her arms around me and began
to sob. I was about to inform her of my intention to return for the wupple
when I realised these were not tears of sorrow she was shedding, but tears
of joy. I was much perplexed by this reaction until she held up a small
plastic paddle with two pink lines.
“You’re going to be a daddy,” she announced, and eight months later
we were parents.
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Roger Evans:

“In the arms of Draenen wen”

Roger Evans is retired from the world of technology and
lives in Manchester, UK. He seeks out the company of trees
in all seasons and draws inspiration from the patterns to be
found there. He has been published as part of The Orton
Collection 2021 and his flash fiction has been featured by
The Faber Academy and Paragraph Planet.

Old Thorn stands still and centred in her field safe from the farmer’s axe.
He steers his plough around the trunk leaving her a generous fallow patch.
He grazes his cattle in other fields so as not to disturb her low hanging
branches. He’ll not disturb the threshold to the Otherworld, nor sit
beneath her shade; he’ll work the land as best he can but will not touch
the Hawthorn.
The farmer has left a path to Old Thorn, through the crops. A path
so that any that wish, could come; bathe their face in morning dew or
rinse their hands. Beauty and skill, it is said, bestowed by the Hawthorn,
a powerful blessing to those that still follow the old ways. Farmer knows
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this, knows why his crops flourish even in the harshest of years. Others,

Dawn creeps towards the land, the coming of the new spring.

too, remember their lore, and the path is well used.

Everything, however, is not immortal. The Fae folk that live in her

Quickthorn, whitethorn, hagthorn, mayflower; arbour for Queen

twisted boughs have done so for hundreds of years, accepting as is their

and King. And the seasons turn once more to come again to May’s Eve

due the respect of the villages. And in return, good fortune and fair winds

when new life begins, and the May tree blossoms. Bedecked in white,

for the tree folk are their own law; they wield power easily, offer mercy

Old Thorn’s branches have become a sign for singing, drinking and much

slowly, and have long memories. Yet now they know that the mayflower

mischief-making. A time of love and dancing, of revelry and joy. In the

grows old, her back is bent, her limbs weighed down. The heaviness of

villages the crowds assemble, dressed in their finest, with fiddle, whistle,

many springs pulls upon her, and now their time is here, on this one final

and drum. The processions wend their ways around the fields, the copses

spring. A time to observe their passing.

and the streets, in and out of houses and no one denies these merrymakers.

The revelries have run their course and the villagers, exhausted, sated,

For after all, who would wish upon themselves such ill-fortune at this

have returned to their homes. Except for a few, as the elders gather in the

changing of the seasons. And above them, in her field, the Hawthorn

farmer’s field to bear witness, feeling the pull as the faerie lights glimmer in

drinks it in.

the branches. The Fae have gathered to leave their home, to take their place

As the new growth comes through the old, cold, winter soil, the

in the sky and join their kin, on this, the final spirit night. And so, as one, a

dance brings the villagers to gather around Old Thorn. They sing of the

cloud, a congregation, they spiral upwards into the darkness. Bright sparks,

Green Man and his bride to be and how the May Queen dances with him,

like bonfire embers, rising, climbing, to join their fellows. The sky glows a

and they coax the branches, gently so as not to disturb the ones that live

little more brightly here, just before the dawn, as new constellations swirl

there, into a bower. How new life begins. And this is the time when the

briefly in the darkness above.

old songs have their full power, how they are remembered by the old and

But not all. Quietly, in the dark of the farmer’s barn away from sight,

taught to the young, a joyful celebration of life. The faerie lights glimmer

a few jars of mashed up haws mixed with sand begin to glow, tiny pinpricks

in mayflower’s branches, casting their glamour, and lovers of all ages ask

of light, nurturing, growing. In his sleep, the farmer smiles and dreams of

each other “Where do you want to throw the blanket?” as they spread out

stars.

into the night.
...
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The Lay of the Rain-Bird
On a dry land, men wish for rain.
Hand-in-hand, they pray for their realm
To be saved from dryness. One elm
Tries to remain in life – in vain…
One day, wings were heard in the air.
Prayers made appear their saviour.
They stared at a bird. Their favour
Was granted, ended their despair.

Auriane Loreley:

Lyrical words from the bird brings

Auriane Loreley has a passion for poetry. The poems she

A miracle – rain on the land.

writes usually offer a (dark) story, mixed with sound effects

Men feel bless, after their demand:

like rhythms and iambic, making reading pure and pleasant.

“O rain-bird! Sing thy song of Spring!”

A poem of this kind was published in Alternate Route

What happens, then? It’s said that men

or Noctivagant Press. Other poems of various genres are

Praise its name, when rain falls again

published in various magazines such as Rhodora Magazine.

On the land. Ten wrote with a pen
This lay for the reign of their plain.
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Lisa Voorhees:

Pond Woman

A Jersey girl at heart, when Lisa’s not writing, she’s usually
listening to hard rock, bouldering, or sipping amaretto sours.

The pond had been Thalia’s home for as long as she could remember.

Before she started writing novels, she earned her doctorate

Today, grey skies thundered overhead, the first fat, heavy droplets of rain

in veterinary medicine from Tufts University. Find out

dotting the surface of the water, leaving rings of concentric circles behind.

more about her at Find out more about her at https://lisa.

Submerged up to her eyes, she buried her toes in the soft sediment, scowling

voorhe.es or http://facebook.com.lisavoorheesauthor.

at the pale green contours of the distant hills.
Beyond those hills lived the humans, the ones who cursed her
existence and spat at her if she ventured into their village. Their brutality
was the reason she’d never set foot past the boundaries of her patch of
forest. Thick, creeping vines and dense vegetation barred her way out as
surely as fear of mankind held her within the water’s sway.
She was the Pond Woman. Reviled and scorned.
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For all she knew, she’d sprouted from the pond, like the lily pads she

the rippling water. Thunder rumbled and the grey skies sent more rain.

lined the floor of her bower with. The forest had nurtured her, provided

Movement. There, amid the trees.

for her every need. She, in turn, had accepted the balm of its embrace and

Thalia’s heart beat faster, a deep thrum, a warning. A man emerged
from the woods, stumbled forward a few steps toward the pond’s edge,

her place in it.
Yet she was restless.

and collapsed on a fallen log, breathing heavily. Rain drenched the dark

Her life had become monotonous. She didn’t mind caring for the

curls that clung to the sides of his face. Over his shoulder, his shirt was

creeping animals of the forest that ran to her for assistance, or the feathered

stained with dark red blood. Mud caked his boots and lay smeared across

creatures that fell from the skies, broken and distressed. Her bower was

his breeches.

well-tended, both to provide shelter for herself and the beasties she nursed

He’d lost all sense of direction in the storm, apparently. Thalia
admired the fine curve of his cheekbones, the strength in his hands as he

back to health.
Still, the wider world called to her; but she was loath to enter it,

gathered the soaked folds of his cloak around him. Lacking a bright red

lest she fall prey to their mistrust and ridicule of the unruly, rope-like

scarf tied to his arm, he wasn’t one of the villagers. They kept their wards

appendages that were her equivalent of hair. Though in every other way

against her evil visible when travelling through her woods.

Thalia appeared perfectly human, the healing powers she’d been born with

Thalia pushed off the bottom of the pond, drifting backward slowly,

set her apart. To deny any living being relief from a wounding was the vilest

her arms working in tight circles to hasten her retreat. The thick vegetation

cruelty to her, and yet the humans considered her a sorceress. A dark blight

of hair amassed to either side of her, obscuring what little of her face

that, if she couldn’t be killed, ought to remain banished from the village.

protruded above water. She kept her gaze trained on the man on the other

Foliage hung in thick vines from her head, drifting afloat, fan-like, in

side of the pond.

the water around her. A network of seaweed-like tendrils, the tips of which

He searched in both directions; his mouth twisted in a grimace of

tapered into an open-ended bulb-like apparatus, filled with the healing

pain. The skies opened fully and drenched them both before the storm

nectar she secreted in her sleep.

abated and heavy mists rolled in, twisting above the surface of the pond

To her left, a fallen branch snapped, and Thalia spun sideways,
sinking another fraction of an inch, her bottom lashes brushing against

like dancing eels.
Though he was human, he was also hurt. Against all reason, Thalia
longed to ease his pain, the deep prompting within her as instinctual as it
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was empathic when it came to giving of her nectar. She could help him, but

from among the trees to feed on the minuscule gnats that swarmed in

was it wise to do so?

drifting clouds.

Thalia climbed out of the water and stood facing the man across the

“I was attacked by bandits,” he continued above the clack of the

pond, watching him closely for a response. From the log, he stood slowly,

beaconbug’s wings. “They stole everything I had.” He winced, gripping his

considering her, half in awe, half in shock. He did not turn away from her

shoulder.

but continued staring as if disbelieving of what he saw in the clearing mist.

His wound needed urgent attention, or it would spoil and rot in

Embarrassed, Thalia used the length of her foliage to cover herself and

this humidity. Once the blackness seeped in, he would lose his arm. Thalia

glared at him from the opposing bank.

was acutely aware of his suffering; her able fingers having treated many a

He didn’t move, other than to shed his cloak. The pummeling rains

similar wound in the forest creatures that crept to her bower for aid.
Though her nerves screamed at her to beware, she could not ignore

had opened his wound. Fresh blood blossomed across his shirt.
He lifted his hand to his brow. “Hello,” he called. “You there. What’s

his plight. Hastily, she tore a bulb from the end of one of her tendrils, bent
down at the pond’s edge, and released the vessel, followed by a whiff of her

your name?”
Thalia shrank deeper inside the shelter of her foliage. Iridescent

breath.

skitterflies buzzed around her, anxious to feed from the bulbous flowers at

It floated toward him, in a straight line.

the ends of her leafy tendrils, as was their habit after a storm. She swatted

Wincing afterward, she pinched off the end of the vine to stem the
flow of nectar until a scab had formed, from which a new bulb would

them away.

emerge in a weeks’ time.

“I am Thalia,” she said.
“Thalia,” the man replied. “My name is Nathaniel. I am glad of your

Transfixed, Nathaniel watched the vessel land in front of him,

company. I had thought these woods deserted. I lost my horse about a mile

tangled in a bed of reeds. He removed it, first examining the bulb, then

back where the road washed out.”

sniffing its contents. “Smells sweet,” he said. “What is it?”
“Drink,” Thalia said. “It will help to heal you.” And make you go away.

Go away, she wanted to say. Say nothing of my appearance or give me
any reason to fear you.

Dubious, he stared warily at her, then at the bulb. “Guess it can’t

She remained silent. The pulsing, erratic light from dozens of
beaconbugs glittered in the gathering twilight. The rains drove them out
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hurt.”
The man tipped the vessel into his mouth and drank, to the last drop.
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He waited a few moments, watching her with curiosity, keeping hold of

of hair. “Leave my woods and never come back.”
Thalia took a step backward, blocking out the thoughts that plagued

the bulb.
“My God,” he breathed. “I feel better. Your elixir has eased my pain.”

her. Nathaniel was not the same as one of her wounded creatures, to worry

Thalia watched him, keenly aware that he had not baulked at the

over and treat until he was back to full health and strength. Though her

taste of her nectar, or yet at the strangeness of her hair.
“Thank you, madam.” He inclined his head toward her. “For so
enchanting a gift as this, what may I offer you in return?”
She couldn’t possibly have heard him correctly. This handsome,
wounded stranger had asked to repay her for the scant degree of healing
she had shared with him from one of her bulbs? He must be desperate.

compassion was never misplaced with the beasties, humans were another
matter. Nathaniel had done nothing to break her trust, but still.
He was human.
“Thalia, wait!” he cried. His urgency chilled her even as her heart
thudded faster, setting her cheeks afire.
She couldn’t allow her sympathies to run rampant. They would be

Or perhaps it was a trap.

her undoing, as she had learned from past forays into the village. Her skin

Thalia didn’t trust the villagers. Though he travelled without a red

still bore the scars, as did her bruised spirit.

scarf, its absence meant nothing where the villagers’ coin was involved.

Thalia turned and ran through the woods, leaping over fallen logs

Though he didn’t strike her as a bounty hunter, she couldn’t be sure. She

and ducking below dense foliage, every twisted leaf a familiar comfort,

would not fall prey to one of their schemes to ensnare her.

until she arrived, panting, at her bower. She collapsed into its verdant

Her pond was her own. She was a guardian to the creatures she
served, and they blessed her in return. The wider world beckoned to
her, but the dangers it contained, the risk to herself, was overwhelming.

comforts, squeezed her eyes shut, and allowed the rustling breezes to
soothe her body, even as her mind raced.
Strange and vivid dreams punctuated her fitful sleep through the
night.

Especially now.
She hadn’t offered healing to a human in years. The heat within her

Thalia woke to the tapping of a scarlet-winged gnatcatcher on the

scars reminded her of the result, the firebrands they’d hurled at her, searing

tree limb overhead. Sunlight trickled through the leafy walls; morning’s

her skin.

sweet scent heavy in the air.

“Leave,” she said with a scowl, hiding the tremors beneath her drapery

She whistled to the gnatcatcher and the tapping stopped. A quick
flutter of wings and he was there, peering in at her through the woven
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twigs of the roof, head cocked to the side, one beady, black eye fixed on her.

She squinted through the reeds for a better view of the opposite shore.

Thalia called to him in his tongue, and he flew to her, landing on

Thin trails of smoke from the dying embers of a small fire twisted

her outstretched finger. The droop in his left wing was hardly visible. He

through the air. Beside the pile of kindling, Nathaniel lay huddled inside

had healed well, her little gnatcatcher. As robust as any of the others in the

a sodden cloak, shivering. His teeth chattered, his fists clenched tightly

forest, and twice as charming.

on the wool, drawing it closer to himself. His veins ran in dark, crooked

“Is he still there?” Thalia asked.
The bird stared at her; his dark eyes devoid of an answer.

rivulets underneath his skin. The rot was already upon him.
Unless she intervened, he would not last another day. This was why

Thalia waited a moment longer, then carried her passenger outside,

her gnatcatcher had woken her, why he’d driven her to the pond. The

into the morning light. “You’ve been to the pond,” she said, poking him

animals of the forest didn’t discriminate. They recognised suffering when

gently in the belly. “I know you have. What did you see?”

they saw it and, deep in their hearts, they took pity.

The bird swiped his beak on her finger, one side, then the other,
before lifting his drooped wing in response. His black eyes shone.
When his wing needed attention, she had bandaged it. He was asking

The beasties were infinitely more pure in heart than her, yet they
trusted her when it came to their healing. What message would it send
to them if she denied the same to Nathaniel? Thalia couldn’t bear to lose
their trust.

her to do the same for the stranger.
Thalia frowned. The gnatcatcher took off through the trees, perching

She contemplated tearing off another series of bulbs from her hair

on a branch a few yards ahead. He wanted her to follow him to the pond.

and sending them across the pond, but her nectar alone wouldn’t be

“No,” she whispered. “Not unless he’s gone. It might be a trap.”

enough in this case. Experience with the forest creatures taught her that

The gnatcatcher insisted, flying in sweeping circles around her head,

this degree of rot required her touch.

refusing to leave her alone, coaxing her step by step along the familiar

Slowly, deliberately, she waded deeper into her pond. The twisted

path to the water’s edge. Thalia crept toward the reeds and sheltered there,

leaves of her hair floated around her as she concealed herself underwater

inching forward quietly, the foliage of her hair floating around her as she

until only her eyes remained above the surface. Trembling beside the

lowered herself into the water.

remains of the fire, Nathaniel appeared not to notice her approach.

A lone skitterfly buzzed in excitement at her arrival, anxious to feed

When she reached the opposite side, she hesitated, treading water.

from her bulbs. Thalia batted him away, a silent, lightning-quick motion.
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Her leafy tendrils undulated around her, obscuring her face.
Dark blood stained the edge of the cloak nearest his shoulder.
Nathaniel struggled to move closer to the fire, and grimacing, emitted a

wound, a light-coloured scar the length of his thumb. He glanced at her,
astonished.
Exhausted, Thalia pulled away. She had restored him, the same as any
injured creature that found its way to her. Whether he was a villager or not,

low groan.
A bright red flash emerged from the trees and landed on the wounded
man. Her gnatcatcher, perched on Nathaniel’s shoulder, his drooped wing

the time had come for him to flee. Flight was the natural response, after a
healing. That was the way of the forest.
She stared at him, bitten by curiosity that he hadn’t moved.

apparent as he stared at her.
A challenge, or a plea. Thalia could hardly determine which.
She crawled ashore and crouched as close as she dared to the man’s
resting form. The gnatcatcher flew to a nearby perch, eyeing her every

He took her hand in his and pressed his lips to it, fixing her with his
crystalline gaze. “You’ve healed me. How did you manage it?”
Thalia shrank behind the shelter of her leafy tendrils, fingering one
of the bulbs at the end of the strands. “It’s what I do,” she said. “No less for

movement.
Thalia prepared herself for the jolt that would accompany her
slightest exposure to the rot. Treating animals that were smaller than her
was one matter. A creature of this size was another. Gritting her teeth, she

you than for any who come to me in need.”
“Thalia,” he said, keeping hold of her hand. “Yours is a very deep
magic. Do you understand? What you’ve done is impossible.”
Thalia shook her head, casting desperate glances at the pond as she

reached for the man’s shoulder.
Her head snapped back under the crushing weight of the rot. A tidal

wavered, wanting to communicate further with this man, yet longing to

wave of nausea seized her, followed by bursts of blinding pain. She held on,

plunge beneath the protective waters, raising only her eyes to face the

focusing on the distant, excited chirrups of the gnatcatcher as she filtered

world.

the man’s blood, sifting rot from healthy flow, and returning that which

“Please,” Nathaniel said. He rose and offered to help her up. “You
cannot stay here. With your power, you can help so many.”

was untainted to him.
His breathing grew stronger, and his eyes fluttered open. He rubbed

She stood, tentative, wary. If he had meant to harm her, he would

a hand across his face, lifted himself on one elbow in order to sit up, then

have. Not even the rot would have stopped him from hunting her down.

touched the injured shoulder. He withdrew his hand, marvelling at it.
“There’s no blood,” he said, twisting his shirt away to examine the
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She had cured Nathaniel of his wound, and he was offering her a gift the
villagers never had.
Thalia gripped his hand, once again admiring his strength.
Behind them, on a branch, the scarlet-winged gnatcatcher ruffled his
feathers and flew away from the pond, deeper into the forest, toward the
far green hills that housed the world beyond.
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Gorgon Reborn
Swathe me in the skeletal lace
Extracted from a serpent’s scales,
And let me be likewise reborn
As this brittle second epidermis sizzles and steams,
Bubbling beneath the venom polish used

Vanessa Maderer:
Vanessa Maderer was a young reader turned editor, writer,
and finally, an enthusiastic poet who has recently debuted
her first chapbook entitled, ‘Cusp of Dusk’ after a decade of
revision. Now, she has an insatiable appetite for new ideas
and themes and can be found most easily through Twitter

To make this opaque new cloak gleam.
Allow my latest echo to unfold, raw and bold,
All made up of smoke and fang and a million reptilian ribs.
Is it time to shed yet?
Bones loosen, joints unlock, cartilage splits
And here the gorgon enters –
A cataclysm in a skin suit.

at @MadererV.
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You press the pedal harder and the engine growls at the road ahead – you

journals, including Trampset, Luna Luna Magazine, and

growl along with it, gnashing your teeth as you shake and grip the wheel

Across The Margin. Find Robin at RobinSinclairBooks.

harder with both hands.

com

You side-eye the clock on the dash. It is nearly 3am.
Fuck. Of all the god damn nights. Fucking cops.
You can’t be late. There is only one total lunar eclipse this year, and
none next year. You floor it.
Now the engine is howling in the night, and you, with your relentless
glare, are fearless in the fog that fades the lines of road and tree line.
This thin artery through the black forests of New Jersey isn’t found
on most maps, but you know it as if you’d shovelled the first trails yourself.
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You could do it with your eyes closed, and on your loneliest of nights, the

local folklore. A way to reach her was in there, somewhere, beside the tale

nights furthest from an eclipse, you’ve tried.

of the Jersey Devil and Shades of Death Road. Perhaps, some little detail,

You pass Clover Road at 2:51. You’re going to make it. You smile and
let out the air you’ve held back in your lungs.
You flick the dome light and check your lipstick. That deep purple

or if you arranged it all in just the right way...
And then, like magic, you found it:
“I saw the ghost once,” the article read. “We went out Weird New
Jerseying one night, and thought we’d hit ‘Annabelle’s Way.’ I got out of

she loves still looks good on you.
You were wearing it on the day you met.

the car and just started poking around. Then there she was, just staring up

You wore it again on your first date.

at the moon, whispering. She was calling for someone. She kept saying...”

The first time you made love.

Your chest and back ran cold when you saw your name.

The ceremony.

You began spending your evenings walking the road near the

You were wearing it on the night she died. It was smeared, the colour
mixed with her blood and tears as you kissed her and begged her to hold

accident. The friends you told about it started to worry. Some stopped
coming around. It didn’t matter – you were sure.

on, promised you wouldn’t leave her side, said don’t go. Twenty-two years

Then, after two hundred and eleven sleepless nights wandering the

ago, at three in the morning, she kissed your lips as a living person for

roadside, at 2:59am you looked down to light a cigarette. One minute

the last time and told you that no deity could force her to go anywhere

later, you raised your eyes to find her, staring up at the moon’s vermilion

without you.

glow during an eclipse.

You’d wake in the night, hearing her whisper your name, just like she

She meant what she said that night. Though she couldn’t tell you what
was waiting in the afterlife, or what it was that tried to force her to move

did in those final moments.
Two years later, the stories started.

on, you knew she sacrificed something – something incomprehensible to

Teenagers driving “Annabelle’s Way” would look for the spectre in

the living. You knew that she went to war for your love and that whatever

the blue dress, wandering the roadside near the site of a mysterious car

treaty ended it gave you these nights together.
But only in this place, during a total lunar eclipse, between the

accident.
You’d eavesdrop on ghost stories at the curiosities shop.
You started collecting the articles you’d find in magazines devoted to
185

moment she died and sunrise.
And here you are. Right on time, decades and so many blood moons
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later in this most sacrosanct of spaces and times. You grab your bag from

skin toward your stomach, leaving chills in their wake. Above, the forest

the passenger’s seat and step out of the car.

wraps around you as she brings you, the living, to life.

You inhale the crisp air – it smells alive, deciduous – and await her,

You’re dizzy, and you pull her up to you so you can taste her kiss
again, to twist into her like inosculated oak. You let her head rest back on

an unbroken promise.
She appears.

the blanket, and you run your fingers along her skin in a way that says, I

You run to each other, desperate to collapse the space between you.

remember. And you do. You remember everything.

Her kiss tastes exactly the same as the one at the end of that first date, as

You lay together, in the warmth you’ve created, trying not to blink.

the one that started your first night together, as the kiss at the end of the

She tells you what she can about her existence since you last spoke,

ceremony. It tastes the same as it did at the last eclipse, and everything in

though what she describes is mostly colours and feelings. You tell her

your world is as it should be.

about your life since the last eclipse. You always feel stupid, talking about

Finally, you are home.

such meaningless things in such a meaningful moment. She wants to hear

You walk hand in hand into the woods.

it anyway.

You pull a small pot of flowers from your bag – camellias, her

Together, you dig with your hands into the soil, then plant the
camellias. Some years, they take root and flourish. Some years, they wither.

favourite – and then a blanket.
You touch her face and begin to cry. The joy swells in you as you feel

All that matters to you is that they are alive for that night, for those perfect

how truly existent she is in this moment. She smiles and touches your lips.

moments in those few beautiful hours. What happens in between isn’t the

She takes your hands and lays back with you on the blanket.

point – though Annabelle insists you plant them at every eclipse, a part of

You feel safer here than in your own bed, in your own apartment.
You’re not in a place – you are in a ritual.
You kiss, and neither of you close your eyes. You want to see

your sacrament, giving them a chance to flourish between visits.
It is dawn – the inimical spears of light, piercing your heart, wash
her away.

everything, every moment. You get so few that mean anything. Her hand
tickles down your spine, and you laugh for the first time in months. Her
fingers are warm with life as she pulls you toward her.
She presses her lips to your hip, then lets her teeth graze along your
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In the beginning, humankind worshipped me,
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Fjorgyn

Ceres
Gaia

Damu
Geb

Hou Tu Niang Niang
Konohanasakuya-hime
Nerthus
Ostara

Dhat-Badan
Grand Bois
Irpitiga

Kishar Ninhursag

Ngen Nomkhubulwane Oko
Pachamama

Prithvi

Spenta Armaiti Unsondo Veles
Xochiquetzal
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Jörð

Yum Kaax

Sa

Viridios

Zemes māte
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Mlande
Ops

Incarnated everywhere, bare toes communed with life itself
as I coated and relished them unfurling paths unseen, offering everything.
Fires blazing, humans dropped in deference and hope
rutting until I covered their bodies.
Underneath, seeds stretched and seeked
creatures writhing and wriggling living with(in) me.
And things were good.
Then human(kind) adopted a singularity and my adoration ceased.
Forgetting truth, voices accuse; dark, dirty.
Convicted, they entomb me where I lay
hot tar burning my epidermis
heavy stone structures singing towards the sky;
I bear this Sisyphusian weight sliding and quaking desolate, empty.
My soul fracked, poisoned, blasted, burned,
fractures and fades.
Yet some humankind amends and mends me;
but tomorrow their plague will pave over my body
in an everquest for more cementing my worth as nothing.
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Kellyn couldn’t remember being lost.
The scenery was the same when she awoke; muffled songs behind
the walls of her house, murky waters clouding her view out the windows.

BA from Northern Illinois University and MA from the

Her eyes gazed around the vessel, trying to recall how she got home.

University of Essex. She has work published at Cordella

She no longer felt the pieces of herself lost to the depths of the bayou or the

Press and has presented at various libraries and conferences,

home she had before she met the merrow. She envisioned a girl wandering

including the Aurora Public Library, Fox River Valley Public

into the swamp in search of…she shook her head, the itch of memory

Library District, and the Modern Language Association’s

unable to break through.

annual conference.

Above Kellyn’s vessel, there lived a fisherman. His home nestled itself
amongst the cypress, hiding behind curls of Spanish moss. He loved living
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away from the noise of humanity save for those who found themselves lost
– hunters straying from blinds or teenagers exploring on a dare.
Jack knew what lurked in the Louisiana swamps. The merrow who

Jack tried through his many years in the bayou to befriend the merrow.
He seemed only ever able to catch the merrow’s shadow and wondered if
he would ever be able to confirm his grandfather’s tales.

travelled so far and adapted to life in the green stillness after several lifetimes

One day, as Jack checked his nets, he felt movement from beyond his

in the sea. His grandfather wrote about the creature and his collection of

vision and looked up. A reptilian merman tipped his hat in Jack’s direction

souls. His journey from the Irish Sea to the Atchafalaya Basin changed

and called to him in song. They sat in Jack’s home and remembered his

him. His scales became rougher over the years to match the creatures he

grandfather. When Jack asked to visit the merrow’s home, the merrow was

now swam alongside. His colours shifted to better hide from his prey, and

reticent. Perhaps…he said as he floated into the tangle of cypress.

he changed his tune to draw in new souls.

Finally, the merrow gave Jack the tools needed to visit his watery

Kellyn had no memory of the merrow’s song beyond the notes

home. Jack saw the collection of souls he kept hidden away in the swamp.

which becalmed her heart. The merrow’s song guided her through the

They were aligned along the walls, trapped in bottles, flickering dimly in

murky depths, tore her soul from her body, and his cage became her world.

response to the songs the merrow sang to them. Jack’s soul despaired at the

Her soul adapted to the space he provided and faded to a shadow in his

fate of his trapped kindred, and he vowed to help them.

presence. Whatever life came before the merrow’s song was beyond her

One night, Jack tricked the merrow into leaving his home unguarded.
He supplied the merrow with drink and sleep so he could enter his lair.

reach.
There were spells when the merrow’s song faded, and Kellyn felt
the absence of herself. She wondered: I used to be a person. She tried to

Once inside, he gazed at the faded energy coming from Kellyn’s home. He
approached the bottle and opened the lid.

remember who she was. Words floated in her mind, trying to bring her

Kellyn recoiled in horror at the sky abandoning its protection of her

back. Laughter. Joy. Family. But she could not feel what those words meant.

house. She felt assaulted by memories as water drifted into the vessel –

Her memory grasped at rays of self trying to creep into the vessel while the

assaulted by a life she should still be living. She hid, willing the sky to close.

merrow was gone, destined to flee when they heard the first notes of his

“You are free,” Jack said, looking down at the dimmed soul.

return. Kellyn heard his song and curled in the corner of her vessel, feeling

Kellyn flickered. I am home, she said. Please leave.

ashamed over doubting that this place was her home.

Jack paused, hearing the merrow awaking. “I must go. Please. Try to
remember. You belong elsewhere.”
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Her world closed as Jack tended to the waking, deceived merrow.

out of her vessel and touched her soul one final time. Her soul brightened

Kellyn fretted in her home trying to remember the life she had but found

as Jack’s humanity mingled with the remains of her own, reminding her

solace in her imprisoned peace when the merrow returned, humming his

not of what she lost but of who she was and who she might still be.

suffocating song. His presence becalmed her fight for remembrance.
Jack tried again to free Kellyn’s soul, but he failed to convince her to
free herself. Just as the merman woke from his drunken slumber, Jack left

The brightened soul hovered over the vessel, feeling the tragedy of
her freedom, and finally, she drifted away from the merrow’s home, fleeing
to something new.
�

behind a drop of his humanity to help Kellyn see.
Watching the piece of Jack’s soul drift in her space, Kellyn felt
memories of the outside world. She remembered the sun. She remembered
laughter. These memories of life failed to comfort her. They felt familiar
but alien and frightening. Her soul cried out with a sorrow she could not

This story is an adaptation of The Soul Cages as recorded by T. Crofton
Croker (1825)

name, grief over a life she did not know.
The merrow returned and felt a change in Kellyn’s cage – a disquieting
presence waking his won spirit. Puzzled, he sang louder to put her back to
rest. Kellyn slept, but it was no longer a peaceful rest as Jack’s soul floated
next to her.
Jack returned a third time, and Kellyn was ready to flee. He opened
her sky, and she floated out of the depths of her prison in the swamp.
Kellyn’s light nearly extinguished as memories flooded her
diminished soul. Her light, her life, her future – stolen by a song. She
looked back at her empty vessel and the vessels surrounding it. She hated
the soothed, captured souls for their ignorance. She longed for the peace
of the merrow’s tune.
Kellyn could not see beyond her loss until Jack’s humanity drifted
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